Department Application
Bronze and Silver Award

ATHENA SWAN BRONZE DEPARTMENT AWARDS
Recognise that in addition to institution-wide policies, the department is working
to promote gender equality and to identify and address challenges particular to the
department and discipline.

ATHENA SWAN SILVER DEPARTMENT AWARDS
In addition to the future planning required for Bronze department recognition,
Silver department awards recognise that the department has taken action in
response to previously identified challenges and can demonstrate the impact
of the actions implemented.
Note: Not all institutions use the term ‘department’. There are many equivalent
academic groupings with different names, sizes and compositions. The definition
of a ‘department’ can be found in the Athena SWAN awards handbook.

COMPLETING THE FORM
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO COMPLETE THIS APPLICATION FORM WITHOUT
READING THE ATHENA SWAN AWARDS HANDBOOK.
This form should be used for applications for Bronze and Silver department awards.
You should complete each section of the application applicable to the award level
you are applying for.
Additional areas for Silver applications are highlighted
throughout the form: 5.2, 5.4, 5.5(iv)

If you need to insert a landscape page in your application, please copy and paste the
template page at the end of the document, as per the instructions on that page. Please
do not insert any section breaks as to do so will disrupt the page numbers.

WORD COUNT
The overall word limit for applications are shown in the following table.
There are no specific word limits for the individual sections and you may distribute
words over each of the sections as appropriate. At the end of every section, please
state how many words you have used in that section.
We have provided the following recommendations as a guide.
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Department application
Word limit

Bronze
10,500

Silver
12,000

Recommended word count
1.Letter of endorsement

500

500

2.Description of the department

500

500

3. Self-assessment process

1,000

1,000

4. Picture of the department

2,000

2,000

5. Supporting and advancing women’s careers

6,000

6,500

6. Case studies

n/a

1,000

7. Further information

500

500
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Name of institution

University of Manchester

Department

School of Social Sciences

Focus of department

AHSSBL

Date of application

November 2016

Award Level

Bronze

Institution Athena
SWAN award

Date:

Level:

November 2014

Bronze

Contact for application

Professor Claire Alexander

Must be based in the department

Email

Claire.alexander@manchester.ac.uk

Telephone

0161 306 6638

Departmental website

www.socialsciences.manchester.ac.uk/
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Additional word limit:
The School of Social Sciences has been awarded 1000 additional words for this
application as it comprises six Discipline Areas (DAs), including three large DAs
(Economics, Politics and Sociology) and three smaller units (Social Anthropology, Social
Statistics and Philosophy). The School is also home to four interdisciplinary research
centres, including Centre on Dynamics of Ethnicity (CoDE), Sustainable Consumption
Institute (SCI), Cathy Marsh Institute for Social Research (CMIST) and Manchester
Institute for Collaborative Research on Ageing (MICRA), whose academic staff are
located within specific DAs. The DA level profiles vary dramatically in terms of staff
and student profile, and raise very different issues around gender balance, so need to
be presented separately to pull out these differences.
(Please see email below).
Additional words have been used and are split into different sections:
Picture of the Department: Above the recommended word limit by 1044 words. This is
711 words from the additional word extension, plus 333 taken from other sections.
Supporting and advancing women’s careers: 270 words taken from the additional word
extension.
Total additional words used: 981

From: Athena Swan [mailto:AthenaSwan@ecu.ac.uk]
Sent: 17 August 2016 10:56
To: Sarah Mohammad-Qureshi
Subject: RE: Word count extension
Dear Sarah
Many apologies for the delayed response. Because of the various disciplines and
structures that you have described, we can grant an extra 1000 words.
When you submit your application, can you please include a copy of this email.
Thank you
Sarah

Sarah Fink
Equality Charters Adviser
T:
+44 (0)20 7269 6541
M:
E:

+44 (0)7469 855 587
sarah.fink@ecu.ac.uk
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LETTER OF ENDORSEMENT FROM THE HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words (499 words)
The School’s agreed strategy is to:
“Seek to create a diverse workforce and sustain a positive
environment … through a commitment to equality and diversity and
ensuring that all staff and students are treated fairly and consistently
in all respects.”
and
“Develop, embed and communicate ethical, social and environmental
responsibility in our research, across the curriculum and in the
student life of the School.”
School Strategic Plan, 2016-2020
I am, therefore, delighted to endorse this application for an Athena SWAN Bronze
Award and to have been able to personally support the Self-Assessment Team in
drafting the self-appraisal, Action Plan and ensuring that the information presented in
the application (including qualitative and quantitative data) is an honest, accurate and
true representation of the School.
The School researches and teaches across all areas of the Social Sciences, with the
Sociology Discipline Area (DA), in particular, being a recognised for its world leading
research (REF2014) on issues around gender, ethnicity and sexuality. Emerging from
this, and our commitment to embedding Social Responsibility across the core activities
of Research and Teaching, my School Leadership Team has supported me in establishing
a culture of seeking to promote Equality and Diversity (E&D) in all spheres of activity.
This has informed (to date): (i) aspirational targets around gender and ethnicity in
staffing, which help construct DA level action plans; and (ii) Student Experience Action
Plans, which have crafted curriculum review and inclusive learning strategies around
gender and race equality in Sociology, Politics and Philosophy.
To achieve this culture, I have established an E&D committee and promoted gender and
ethnic balance as a key facet of my Leadership Team and associated key academic
leaders: three of the six current Heads of Discipline are women, as are the Directors of
two of our four Research Institutes/Centres; the recent past Research and Teaching &
Learning Directors were female, as are our past and current Directors for Social
Responsibility; the School Policy & Resources Committee comprises 10 women and 9
men. Three female Professoriate from the School enjoy Faculty leadership roles, and
the School is home to eight women Fellows of the Academy of Social Sciences, whilst in
Economics Professor Rachel Griffith is an FBA, CBE and Fellow of The Econometric
Society.
Whilst the School’s female gender profile is 80% of PSS staff, 38% academic staff, 51%
UG, 57% PGT and 46% PGR students, there is significant gender variation between our
disciplines and across grades/levels, interplaying with both our ethnic and international
profiles. Indeed, challenges remain: inter alia, the student gender balance and
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throughput to PGR; staffing profiles and the “pipeline” (particularly in Economics); the
systematic collection, monitoring and strategic employment and communication of E&D
data to support and effect change across our DAs.
This self-appraisal and resulting Action Plan will instrumental in helping us sustain, and
build on, our achievements as we strive for equality across all activities, informed by
both Athena SWAN and Race Equality Chartermark principles, so as to positively impact
on all our staff and students.
Professor Chris Orme
Head of School
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Acronym

Meaning

DA

Discipline Area

HNAP

Humanities New Academic Programme

HoDA

Head of Discipline Area

HoS

Head of School

HoSA

Head of School Administration

P&DR

Performance and Development Review

PREP

Personal Research Expectations Plan

SEAPs

Student Experience Action Plans

SL&D

Staff Learning and Development

SLT

Senior Leadership Team

SoSS

School of Social Sciences

SPC

School Promotions Committee

SPRC

School Policy and Resources Committee

SR

Social Responsibility

SRC

School Research Committee

STLC

School Teaching and Learning Committee
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1. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words (336 words)

The School of Social Sciences (SoSS) at the University of Manchester forms part of the
Faculty of Humanities. It comprises six Discipline Areas (DAs) and four interdisciplinary
research institutes/centres. The School has a centralised administration, currently led
by a male Head of School (HoS), female Head of School Administration (HoSA), and a
Senior Leadership Team (SLT), currently comprising the HoS, HoSA, four School
Directors (3 men and 1 woman) and 4 Senior PSS staff (all women). Each DA has a Head
(3 men, 3 women) and each research centre/institute a director (2 men, 2 women). PSS
staff are mainly located at School level.
Academic staff
Academic staff in the School comprise those on: (i) Teaching & Research (TR); (ii)
Teaching (T); or, (iii) Research (R) contracts. Approximately three-quarters of academic
staff are on T&R and T contracts. R contracts are comprised of PDRAs and RAs only.
Table 1: SoSS Academic Staff 2012-2015
School of Social Sciences
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Women

Men

Women

Men

Women

Men

Lecturer

24

55

29

58

30

54

SL/Reader

9

32

9

37

9

39

Professor

25

45

23

42

21

41

T&R and T Total

58

132

61

137

60

134

Research

32

28

45

27

35

22

Total

90

160

106

164

95

156
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In 2014/15, the School had 251 academic staff, 38% being women – below the current
HESA and Russell Group (RG) benchmarks (44.4% and 40.5% respectively). However,
there is significant variation across DAs (see Section 4.2).
Charts 1-4 show: (i) a consistent profile of just under a third of T&R staff are women;
over a third of Lecturers and Professors are women but less than one fifth of Senior
Lecturers/Readers are women; (ii) the majority of T staff are men, but the proportion of
women has increased from 7% in 2012/13 to 30% in 2014/15; (iii) over 50% of R staff
are women, rising over the period to over 60%.
Chart 1 – Academic Staff: T&R Contracts
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Chart 2: Academic Staff: T&R contracts career level
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Chart 3: Academic Staff: T Contract
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Chart 4: Academic Staff: R contract
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Professional Support Services Staff
In 2014/15, of the 66 PSS staff, 80.3% were women - consistent with national and RG
benchmarks (80% and 81% respectively). Women constitute 80% of grades 1-4, 93% of
grades 5-6, 71% of grade 7, and 67% of grades 8-9, though the small numbers at grades
7-9 (12) should be noted.
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Chart 5: SoSS PSS Staff (2014/15)
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In 2014-15, SoSS had: (i) 2882 UGT students, of whom 51% were women; (ii) 284 PGT
students ( 57% women); (iii) 191 PGR students (46% women).

Chart 6: SoSS students by gender and level 2014/15
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2. THE SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Recommended word count: Bronze: 1000 words| Silver: 1000 words (842 words)
(i)

a description of the self-assessment team (295 words)

The School has an established record of examining and seeking to promote Equality and
Diversity, and produced reports on staff gender and ethnic diversity in 2008 and 2012,
presented to the School Policy and Resources Committee (SPRC). These reports
highlighted the comparatively strong record of the School in appointing and promoting
women at/to Senior level, but under-representation at SL and Lecturer level, as well as
the concentration of women PSS staff in lower grades (1-4). As part of the Faculty
Equality and Diversity Committee, the School developed an action plan in 2014,
updated in 2015, which proposed a number of measures and aspirational targets to
improve diversity in staffing, (http://www.socialsciences.manchester.ac.uk/staffintranet/policies-and-procedures/). These earlier reports inform the current application
– notably in the need for a DA level approach and analyses.
The SAT was established in November 2015 and first met in December 2015. The 17
member team was drawn from academics, PSS staff and postgraduate students, and
was co-chaired by Professor Claire Alexander and Professor Georgina Waylen. The SAT
brought together representation from across the School, including HoS, DA
representatives (6), PSS representatives (5), including the School HR partner and the
Athena SWAN co-ordinator, and PGR and ECR representatives. Members were selected
on the basis of the criteria laid out in the Athena SWAN handbook, to include staff of
different genders and ethnicities, grades and roles, career stage, contract status and
work-life balance experience. The SAT was supported by an allocated PSS administrator,
and two doctoral Researchers (RAs). Members of the SAT were identified by the HoSA
(for PSS staff) and HODAs/HoS (for academic staff). Participation was expressly
voluntary. All staff were given recognition of their participation by line managers,
including in workload allocation, time made available to attend meetings and
recognition in promotion and P&DR processes.
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Table 2 : SoSS SAT members.
SAT member

Job Title

M/W

FT/
PT

Relevant Experience

Claire Alexander (CoChair)

Professor of
Sociology/School
Director of Social
Responsibility (20122016)

W

FT

School Leadership Team; Faculty Equality and Diversity
Committee; Race Chartermark SAT; Chair of School E&D
Committee

Anna Bakhda

School
Undergraduate
Admissions Officer

W

FT

10 years PSS experience in School Recruitment and
Admissions; taking maternity/shared parental leave in
2016.

Ian Bruff

Lecturer in Politics

M

FT

Research interest in institutional inequalities;
administrative roles at UG, PGT and PGR levels;
experience of fixed term/ precarious contract work

Jeanette Edwards

Professor of Social
Anthropology

W

FT

Former HoDA; SoSS Peer Reviewer; ECR mentor;
Aurora mentor; research interests in gender and
kinship; single parent throughout early/mid career

Laura Fenton

PhD student,
Sociology

W

PT

Part-time PGR student/GTA; Former Regional Advisor at
EHRC; coordinator/mentor PhD Peer Mentoring
Scheme; PhD rep; parent with young children

Sarah Lindop

School Human
Resources Partner

W

FT

HR Directorate’s Making a Difference Team; advice and
guidance on annual reviews, recruitment/selection and
promotions; experience of/expertise in flexible
working.

Keila Meginnis

Research Assistant
and Doctoral Student
(Economics)

W

FT

Survey design and econometric analysis; PhD student
and GTA (Economics DA); Global Citizens volunteer
promoting gender equality

Sarah MohammadQureshi

Equality and Diversity
Office: Athena SWAN
Co-Ordinator

W

FT

Member of all University SATs; previously ECR and
Researcher Development Officer; experience of fixedterm
research
contracts/maternity
leave,
informal/flexible working arrangements.

Helen Norman

Research fellow and
assistant to Deputy
Dean of Faculty of
Humanities

W

FT

Research expertise in gender inequalities in
work/employment; AS SAT member for University
Silver STEMM application; experience of flexible
working.

Jacqueline
O’Callaghan

PA Economics and
Sociology DAs

W

FT

SAT administrator; extensive experience of School/DA
Committees; experience of flexible working/leave
arrangements due to caring responsibilities for elderly
parent.

John O’Neill

Hallsworth Professor
of Political Economy,
Philosophy DA

M

FT

University Research Ethics Committee; Director Political
Economy Institute; SoSS Promotions Committee; School
Research Committee and Teaching Committees
(UG/PG), PPE Director
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Chris Orme

Head of School and
Professor of
Econometrics

M

FT

Head of School; School Research Director; Economics
HoDA; Member of Faculty Policy and Resources
Committee; Chair of School Promotions Committee

Mario Pezzino

Lecturer in Economics

M

FT

Lecturer in Economics; BA Econ co-ordinator (Business
Studies); Exams officer; Member of School Equality and
Diversity Committee

Alejandro Sevillas
Encina

Research Assistant
and Doctoral Student
(Social Statistics)

M

FT

Statistical analysis and data presentation; PhD student,
GTA and RA (casual)(Social Statistics DA); interest in
gender equality in Chile.

Natalie Shlomo

Head of DA and
Professor of Social
Statistics

W

FT

HoDA; statistical data analysis; experience of balancing
childcare and working commitments; experience of
international HEI sector

Georgina Waylen (CoChair)

Professor of Politics

W

FT

Research on gender equality; Faculty Promotions
Committee; DA appointments committees; Faculty
Equality and Diversity Committee; experience of
maternity leave/caring commitments

Leo Wells

Undergraduate
Administrator

W

PT

Student experience; Faculty Working Group for Policy
on Teaching Assistants; experience of working parttime, formal/informal childcare and flexible leave.

(ii) an account of the self-assessment process (339 words)
The first stage was to identify and gather the existing quantitative and qualitative/policy
data on the School and DAs. An RA (Sevillas-Encina) was appointed to assist in this
process. The SAT was divided into two sub-groups –on quantitative data1, and policy2 to collate and analyse available material, and identify gaps and trends. A third subgroup was assembled to support the online survey3, conducted by a second RA
(Meginnis), and administered by the E&D office. Two surveys – for academic and PSS
staff - went live on 17/06/2016 and were open until 8/07/2016. The response rates
were 56% for academic staff and 75% for PSS staff. The lower response rate for
academic staff was impacted by time of year (marking and end of session). However,
the responses received represent all grades: 40% of all research staff, 46% of Lecturers,
50% of SL/Readers, 68% of Professors and 5% undeclared, and offer some broad
insights into School culture and practices. The survey will be followed up next year (in
March/April to improve academic response rates), and every two years subsequently,
to monitor and evaluate progress in identified areas. (AP1).

1,

Fenton, Mohammad-Qureshi, Norman, O’Neill, Orme, Sevillas-Encina, Shlomo, Wells, Waylen
Alexander, Bakhda, Bruff, Edwards, Lindop, Pezzino, O’Callaghan
3 Alexander, Fenton, Lindop, Meginnis, Mohammad-Qureshi, Norman, Waylen. Additional advice
was given by Carolyn Abbott from the School of Law.
2
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Table 3: SAT/sub-group Meetings
Meeting

Date

Full SAT

14th December 2015
2nd June 2016
10th August 2016
5th September 2016
7th November 2016
4th February 2016
13th April 2016
11th May 2016
11th February 2016
17th March 2016
25th April 2016
6th June 2016
13th June 2016
21st July 2016

Policy sub-group

Data sub-group

Survey sub-group

Consultation was held with key Academic and PSS staff to capture School and DA
specific practices and issues. The action plan was developed in August/September 2016
and a process of consultation was undertaken across key School committees in
September and October 2016.

Table 4: Key School Roles Consulted
Name

Role

Martyn Andrews

Head of Economics DA

Vicky Barnes

Postgraduate Admissions Manager

Wendy Bottero

Head of Sociology DA

Amanda Brereton

Head of Undergraduate Administration

Jacqueline Carter

Q-Step Co-ordinator

Ken Clark

School Director of Teaching and Learning
(UG&PGT)

Julian Dodd

Head of Philosophy DA

Francesca Gains

Head of Politics DA

Maia Green

Head of Social Anthropology DA

Amanda Grimshaw

Undergraduate Admissions Manager

Brian Heaphy

School Director of Research

Tom McCunnie

Widening Participation Manager
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Stuart Shields

School Director of Postgraduate Research

Gillian Whitworth

Research Support Manager

Alison Wilson

Head of School Administration

Table 5: Consultation meetings
Committee

Consultation Date

Senior Leadership Team

27th September 2016

HoDAs

27th September 2016

School Policy and Resources Committee

28th September 2016

School Research Committee

5th October 2016

School Equality and Diversity Committee

5th October 2016

School Away Day

7th October 2016

School Teaching and Learning Committee

12th October 2016

School Board

12th October 2016

DA meetings

Economics: 26th October 2016
Philosophy: 1st November 2016
Politics: 19th October 2016
Social Anthropology: 10th October 2016
Social Statistics: 28th September 2016
Sociology: 5th October 2016

University Athena SWAN Review Panel

13th October 2016

External Consultation:
In preparing the application, we worked closely with the AS lead in the School of Law.
We also worked with colleagues in the Schools of Environment, Education and
Development (SEED), Arts, Languages and Cultures and Alliance Business School, to
share experiences and best practice. Additional advice and support was offered from
the E&D office, Faculty E&D Committee and the University AS review panel. Alexander
is an external member of the SEED SAT.

(iii) plans for the future of the self-assessment team (208 words)
As part of our AS process, the School has established an independent Equality and
Diversity Committee, which will oversee the monitoring, implementation and
evaluation of the action plan going forward. This Committee is chaired by the SR
Director, who leads on E&D issues in the School and has representatives from each DA,
research institutes and centres and PSS staff. This membership will be reviewed
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annually and for an upper limit of 3 years, and recognised in the Workload Allocation
Model. The Committee membership will expand in 2017 to include enhanced PSS
representation and student reps. The Committee will meet twice per semester and
report to the School SLT, Faculty E&D Committee. The Committee will include all
protected characteristics within its remit. The Committee will oversee annual
monitoring and evaluation of data around recruitment, promotion, student and staff
profiles, administer future staff surveys and oversee the School annual action plan, to
be posted on the website, with an annual progress report/update (AP2). SoSS staff and
students will be updated on progress on the Equalities work through regular reports in
the monthly School newsletter (AP3)
We will also establish a School intranet site, with secure log-in screen, which will host all
of the E&D monitoring data, survey results and annual action plans (AP4).
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3. A PICTURE OF THE DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: Bronze: 2000 words | Silver: 2000 words (3044 words)
3.1. Student data (2,282 words)
In 2014/15, the School had 3,357 students, distributed across UG, PGT and PGR
programmes and DAs.
(i)

Numbers of men and women on access or foundation courses (84 words)

The School does not offer foundation courses, but participates in the Manchester
Access Programme (MAP), which encourages students from under-represented groups
to apply to University and offers a reduced entry tariff on completion of a portfolio of
work.
The School has two bespoke access initiatives: a mature student initiative and preUniversity courses working with local schools. Data suggest these programmes have
resulted an improving gender balance at UG level, but this will need to be evaluated
across programmes and additional support developed as appropriate (AP5).
Table 6: Mature Students WP initiative 2012-2015

2012/13
2013/14
2014/15

Undergraduate
Entrants
22
24
28

Men

Women

12
10
14

10
14
14

Table 7: Pre-University Courses 2012-2015
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15

(ii)

Participants
25
37
74

Men
18
17
25

Women
7
20
49

Numbers of undergraduate students by gender (536 words)

The School offers:
 single honours programmes in each DA, except social statistics
 three Interdisciplinary degrees: BAEcon; Politics, Philosophy and Economics
(PPE); and, BA Social Science (BASS)
 a small number of joint programmes with other Schools.
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Chart 7: SoSS UG (Full-time) Gender Profile 2013-2015 4
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Women UGs are slightly overrepresented in the School (51%) – rising from 47% in 2013
but below the 2015 HESA (60.3%) and RG (51.8%) benchmarks.
Charts 8-13 present gender profiles on DA level cohorts, and the BASS degree:
Economics includes BAEcon UG (1306, 43% women) and Politics PPE UG (209, 37%
women).

4

The data provided throughout this section provide a snapshot of the student population taken
st
on 1 December each year. Therefore, 2015 numbers represent the academic year 2015-16.
There are no part-time UGs.
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Chart 8: Economics UG Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 9: Philosophy UG Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 10: Politics UG Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 11: Social Anthropology UG Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 12: Sociology UG Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 13: BA Social Science UG Profile 2013-2015

There is clear gender variation between DAs and programmes: (i) an overrepresentation of men in Economics, Philosophy and Politics; (ii) an over-representation
of women in Social Anthropology, Sociology and the BASS degree.
While Economics and Politics show an increasing proportion of women across the three
years, the large numbers in these DAs magnify the gender disparity. The UG profile in
Economics stands above the HESA (34%) and RG (36%) benchmarks, Politics lies around
the national norms (48% and 50% respectively), while Philosophy falls marginally below
(47% and 49% respectively).
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In contrast, Social Anthropology and Sociology show a significant over-representation of
women (over 75%), reflecting broader sectoral and RG profiles (73% and 75%
respectively for anthropology, and 75% and 77% for sociology). This is actively being
addressed through publicity and gender balanced representation at Open Days.
The high, and increasing, proportion of women UG on the BASS degree probably
reflects the popularity of sociology and anthropology pathways within this programme,
although benchmarking data are not available.
Work is already underway in some DAs to improve the UG gender balance, including a
gender curriculum review in Politics, Philosophy and Sociology. However, there is a
need to further understand the gender profile of the UG programmes at DA level
(especially combined degrees), and develop local plans to identify and redress barriers
to under-represented groups (AP6).

Applications, offers and acceptances:
UG recruitment is organised at University, School and DA level, and comprises: UCAS
and web based marketing; open days; and School/DA level school visits, pre-University
courses and Discover Days. The Admissions office strives for an equal gender
representation at all externally facing events and in all publicity materials and we will
review this practice on a rolling basis (AP7).
Offer decisions are made centrally by the School Undergraduate Admissions team,
based on set criteria including GCSE Maths and English results, Level 3 qualifications
and personal statements. Contextual data are also considered for “widening
participation”.
Chart 14: SoSS UG applications, offers and acceptances 2013-2015

The School receives a lower number of UG applications from women: 44% in 2013 and
47% in 2014 and 2015. However, women received a higher proportion of the offers
than men (63% compared to 54%) and are more likely to accept an offer (20%
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compared to less than 18%). These figures may obscure disciplinary differences, which
will be investigated going forward and appropriate action taken to address identified
issues (AP8).
The UG admissions office generates DA specific reports annually, for review by HoS,
which are placed on the School Undergraduate recruitment site on the School intranet,
with gender balance one of the key features examined. However, these are not part of
a systematic School and DA monitoring and evaluation process, and we will ensure that
these form part of an annual review process by SPRC to assist in evaluating and setting
admissions targets (AP8).

Degree Attainment:
Table 8: SoSS Degree Attainment
2012/13

SoSS

First class honours
Upper second class
honours
Lower second class
honours
Third class
honours/Pass
Total

2013/14

2014/15

W

%

M

%

W

%

M

%

W

%

M

%

73

17%

83

16%

102

23%

96

19%

77

22%

89

22%

240

55%

249

48%

237

53%

270

52%

192

54%

214

54%

102

23%

134

26%

80

18%

106

21%

71

20%

73

18%

24

5%

50

10%

25

6%

45

9%

17

5%

24

6%

439

516

444

517

357

National*

First class honours

2395 16% 2420 17% 2845 17% 2835 19% 2845
Upper second class
honours
8655 56% 7760 56% 9640 58% 8300 56% 8540
Lower second class
honours
3640 24% 3135 22% 3505 21% 3115 21% 2855
Third class
honours/Pass
635 4% 620 4% 555 3% 515 3% 500
Total

15325

13935

16545

14765

14740

400
19% 2790 21%
58% 7280 55%
19% 2585 20%
3%

485

4%

13140

W: Women

M: Men

*combined attainment data for JACS codes L0, L1,L2, L3, L6, L9 and V5
(L0) Broadly-based programmes within Social Studies
(L1) Politics
(L2) Economics
(L3) Sociology
(L6) Anthropology
(L9) Others in Social Studies
(V5) Philosophy

Overall, there are consistently slightly lower proportions of female graduates: 46% in
2012-13 and 2013-14 and 47% in 2014-15, which is consistent with intake profile of the
cohort. There is little difference between male and female degree attainment, and is
broadly in line with the national profile for ‘good’ (1st and 2:1) degrees. However, this
may vary according to DA, so these data will be collected and analysed, and local action
plans will be developed to address any identified issues (AP9).
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(iii)

Numbers of men and women on postgraduate taught degrees (653 words)

Chart 15: SoSS Postgraduate Taught Students 2013-2015

The majority of PGT are full-time (80%). In 2015, of the 284 full–time PGT, 56% were
women, increasing since 2013.
The majority of part-time students are female: 63% in 2015, and while there is some
variation over time, the numbers involved are small.
Each DA runs PGT programmes, and there are differences across disciplines. However,
the smaller numbers, and the comparative instability of the PGT market, make it harder
to draw firm inferences.
Chart 16: Economics PGT Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 17: Philosophy PGT Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 18: Politics PGT Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 19: Social Anthropology PGT Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 20: Social Statistics PGT Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 21: Sociology PGT Profile 2013-2015
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Sociology and Social Anthropology have a majority of women PGTs, (72% and 69%
respectively). Sociology stands marginally above the HESA (70%) and RG (71%)
benchmarks, while Social Anthropology falls below both (73% and 74% respectively).
Both DAs also have a majority of women part-time PGTs (67%), falling below the
sectoral norm (74% and 71% respectively) although the numbers are small.
Politics and Economics DAs both show an “improvement” in the PGT gender balance
(relative to UG). In 2015, 50% of full-time Economics PGT are women, just below the
HESA (51%) and RG (53%) benchmarks. Women are slightly under-represented in
part-time study (apart from 2014), in line with HESA and above RG benchmarks
(37%). Politics profiles are 56% and 61%, respectively, reversing that at UG, and
above the sectoral and RG norms (both 51% for full-time and 46% for part-time).
Social Statistics concentrates its teaching at PGT with a female gender profile of 50%
of full-time students and 54% of part-time students. There are no HESA data
available for comparison.
Philosophy DA shows a decline in the proportion of women at PGT level and a
consistent under-representation of women in full-time study, although the numbers
are small. The proportion of women in full-time study is below HESA (30%) and RG
(32%) benchmarks; and, for part-time study, above the HESA (38%) and RG (37%)
norms. However, the predominance of men in full-time PGT study, compared to UG
study, does suggest a ‘pipeline’ issue for philosophy. The DA has established
initiatives, through the academic advisor role and PGT open days, to encourage high
performing women undergraduates to consider Masters level study.
There is a need to understand the differing gender profiles at PGT, including PT
numbers, and we will review these annually and develop local action plans to
address identified issues (AP10).
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Applications, Offers and Acceptance:
Applications for PGT programmes, advertised through the University website, are
made online and processed by the School postgraduate office. Decisions are made
against entry criteria based on undergraduate degree results (minimum 2:1) with no
DA involvement. PGT numbers are comparatively small, and the market volatile, so
the School does not target under-represented groups. Applications are not routinely
monitored by gender, either at School or DA level, and although data are collected at
University level, these do not inform School or DA PGT planning cycles. We will
establish annual reviews and feed this into School PGT planning cycles (AP11).
The School offers Alumni bursaries (worth £3,000) to any University of Manchester
graduate with a first class degree, applying for a PGT programme within 3 years of
graduation. In 2015-16, 18 students received this bursary with equal numbers of
women and men.

Chart 22: SoSS PGT applications, offers and acceptances 2012-2014

As at UG, a slightly higher proportion of PGT applications are made by men (51-52%),
but women are more likely to get offered a place (58% compared with 54% of male
applicants in 2014) , and are more likely to accept (35% for women, compared 34% for
men). We will collate data annually and develop action plans to address identified
issues (AP8).
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Degree Completion:
Table 9: PGT completion rates for full-time students5

Full-time
Completed within timescale
Men

%

Women

Completed outside of timescale
%

Men

%

Women

%

2009/10

138

87%

98

94%

6

4%

5

5%

2010/11

127

92%

102

92%

4

3%

2

2%

2011/12

149

88%

136

89%

9

5%

5

3%

2012/13

93

83%

91

83%

3

3%

2

2%

Table 10: PGT completion rates for part-time students6

Part-time
Completed within timescale
Men

%

Women

Completed outside of timescale
%

Men

%

Women

%

2007/08

5

71%

8

80%

0

0%

0

0%

2008/09

5

71%

5

45%

0

0%

1

6%

2009/10

8

47%

6

67%

0

0%

0

0%

2010/11

12

63%

12

86%

0

0%

0

0%

5

Data based on new entrants within years listed undertaking a PGT Degree on a 1 year Full-time
course. ‘Completed within timescale’ refers to Students that graduated within 2 academic years of
their course start date. ‘Completed outside of timescale’ refers to students that graduated within 2-3
academic years of their course start date.

6

Data based on all new entrants during academic years listed undertaking 2 or 3 year Part-time PGT
degree courses. ‘Completed within timescales’ refers to students graduating: within 3 academic years
on a 2 year PGT course or within 4 academic years on a 3 year PGT course. ‘Completed over
timescales’ refers to students graduating: between 3-4 academic years on a 2 year PGT course or
between academic 4-5 years on a 3 year PGT course
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Table 11: Withdrawal rates for PGT students (FT and PT)

Withdrawn from studies
Full-time
Men

%

Part-time

Women

%

Men

%

Women

%

2007/08

2

29%

2

20%

2008/09

1

14%

3

27%

2009/10

8

5%

0

0%

7

41%

1

11%

2010/11

5

4%

6

5%

5

26%

2

14%

2011/12

10

6%

9

6%

2012/13

5

4%

3

3%

The data illustrate that the majority of full-time PGT students complete within two
academic years and there are no differences by gender.
The numbers of part-time students are comparatively small, showing a more uneven
completion rate. For new entrants in 2010/11, women’s completion rates were
substantially higher than men’s. While withdrawal rates are comparable for men and
women for full-time study, there are differences for PT students, although numbers are
small. We will undertake further research to identify and address issues (AP12).

(iv) Numbers of men and women on postgraduate research degrees: (871 words)
The School has a strategic commitment to recruit, support and develop its cohort of
postgraduate research students (PGRs) and forms part of the ESRC North-West Doctoral
Training Centre and an AHRC Doctoral Training Partnership.
The School currently funds 32 competitive postgraduate studentships (at RCUK levels)
awarded by a School committee comprised of DA PGR directors and the School PGR
director. Eligible students are also entered into the DTC ESRC and AHRC competitions.
Between 2012-2015, there were 64 ESRC, 9 AHRC and 104 internal School studentships,
of which 44%, 56%, and 44%, respectively, were awarded to women.
There is currently no formal monitoring for the allocation of studentships by gender,
which may have implications for the over-representation of women in part-time study,
and in completion support (see below). A review will be undertaken annually, and
action taken to address any identified issues (AP13).
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Chart 23: SoSS Postgraduate Research Students 2013-2015

The School currently has 191 PGRs, of which 46% are women. Women are
underrepresented in full-time study (43%), and numbers are declining over 2013-2015.
As before, there are differences in gender profiles across DAs, but some notable
anomalies: in Social Anthropology and Philosophy, the gender profiles reverse those at
UG levels. Women are overrepresented in part-time study (76%) although numbers are
small and are not differentiated in the DA charts below.

Chart 24: Economics PGR Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 25: Philosophy PGR Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 26: Politics PGR Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 27: Social Anthropology PGR Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 28: Social Statistics PGR Profile 2013-2015
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Chart 29: Sociology PGR Profile 2013-2015
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Economics and Politics have an under-representation of women PGRs, reversing the UG
and PGT profiles: 31% in Economics, consistently below HESA (39%) and RG (38%)
norms and 36% in Politics, again consistently below the sectoral (42%) and RG (43%)
norms. The decline in numbers from UG and PGT study requires investigation and
action, as does the low level of part-time students.
Social Anthropology and Sociology reflect a trend towards gender convergence. In
Sociology, 59% of full-time and 71% of part-time PGRs are women: a relatively
consistent figure over time but a decline from UG and PGT. Sociology stands below the
sectoral (63%) and RG (64%) norms for full-time women PGRs, but above those for parttime (59% and 57%, respectively). Social Anthropology shows a more puzzling shift: only
46% of full-time PGRs are women – a decline over time and from UG and PGT – and
below the sectoral (60%) and RG (59%) benchmarks. The DA has 5 part-time PGR
students, of which 4 are women – above the sectoral (57%) and RG (50%) benchmarks although small numbers make broader trends hard to identify.
Both Social Statistics and Philosophy DAs have small numbers of PGRs, but show broad
gender balance. Following DA initiatives drawing on the British Philosophical
Association/Society of Women in Philosophy Good Practice Scheme7, in 2015,
Philosophy has 50% full-time women PGRs, increasing from both UG and PGT, and
above HESA (28%) and RG (30%) norms. There are no part-time students in 2015. In
Social Statistics, 43% of full-time and 67% of part-time PGR are women – a small decline
from PGT. There are no HESA benchmarking data for comparison.

7

This Scheme provides recommendations to improve the representation of women in
Philosophy, and the DA has made significant changes to its policies and procedures to comply
with these (http://bpa.ac.uk/resources/women-in-philosophy/good-practice.)
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There is a need to develop greater DA level understanding of the differing gender
profiles of PGR students, and low numbers of PT students. We will undertake an annual
review of PGR admissions and develop action plans to address any issues identified, as
well as share good practice across the School (AP14).

Applications, Offers and Acceptance Rates:
Applications for admission are made to the School PGR office, and then passed on to
relevant DA PGR directors. Applications are devolved to DA admissions teams and
individual supervisors based on expertise/specialism. The Faculty has recently
established mandatory interviews for all accepted PhD students, either face to face or
by Skype/telephone, and we will evaluate any implications of this process and ensure
that all those involved in admissions receive unconscious bias training (AP15, AP28).

Chart 30: SoSS PGR applications, offers and acceptances 2012-2014

There are consistently lower levels of PGR applications by women between 2012 and
2014. The latest data show women application rates of 38%, although they constitute
48% of offers and 51% of acceptances. As with UG and PGT, women are more likely to
get offered a place (43% compared to 30% for men), and are more likely to accept (53%
compared to 45% for men) – a trend that has remained consistent since 2012. We will
consider the profile of applications annually and feed into admissions planning and
targets (AP8).
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Degree Completion8:
Table 12: PGR completion rates for FT students
Full-time
Completed within timescale

Completed outside of timescale

Men

%

Women

%

Men

%

Women

%

2008

23

79%

14

74%

5

17%

4

21%

2009

18

75%

16

57%

5

21%

7

25%

2010

22

88%

31

89%

0

0%

0

0%

Table 13: PGR completion rates for PT students
Part-time
Completed within timescale
Men

%

Women

%

2008

0

0%

0

0%

2009

0

0%

1

33%

2010

0

0%

0

0%

Table 14: Withdrawal rates for PGR students (FT and PT)
withdrawn
Full-time

Part-time

Men

%

Women

%

Men

%

Women

%

2008

0

0%

1

5%

0

0%

1

50%

2009

1

4%

1

4%

1

100%

1

33%

2010

3

12%

0

0%

1

100%

0

0%

There are increasing completion rates for full-time women PGR (from 57% to 89%).
Numbers in part-time study are very small with only two women completing part-time
PhDs in the most recent data.

8

The University reports on completion rates using 5 years for full-time and 8 years for part-time PGR
– treated separately according to different completion criteria.
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Since 2014, the School has set up a programme of completion support for PGRs who, in
their 4th year of study, are identified by supervisors, or self-identified, as unlikely to
complete within the required period and are provided with mentors and additional
academic/pastoral support. In 2015/16, there were 10 students (8 women) in this
programme. The School is now exploring internal sources of “hardship funding” to
support final year students who are struggling financially. This is currently informal (2
students, both women, supported this year), but will be formalised, evaluated and
monitored going forward.
We will continue to monitor PhD completion rates by gender and develop formal
processes for funding support (especially for PT students), monitored by gender (AP16)

(v)

Progression pipeline between undergraduate and postgraduate student levels
(122 words)

For UG, PGT and PGR, there is a fairly balanced proportion of women and men at School
level - although a slightly higher proportion of women PGT (56%) and a slightly lower
proportion of PGR (46%). In each year since 2013, the proportion of women has
declined between UG and PGT in most DAs (except in Economics and Politics), and
between PGT and PGR, across the School and within each DA (except in Philosophy
where there is a slight increase in the proportion of PGR female students). This
highlights a ‘leaky pipeline’ of women in the move from UG to PGT, and from PGT to
PGR, and we will monitor progression and develop relevant actions to address
identified issues at each stage (AP17)

3.2.

Academic and research staff data (762 words)

(i) Academic staff by grade, contract function and gender: research-only, teaching
and research or teaching-only (335 words)
Table 1/Chart 1 (p6-7) reveal a gender imbalance across academic staff in the School:
the proportion of women being fairly stable over the last three years (36-39%). The
proportion of female Lecturers has been increasing since 2012/13, but reached only
36% by 2014/15. At SL/Reader level, this drops to under 20% but increases to 34% at
the Professorial level. Women are over-represented in Researcher roles (61%) but,
surprisingly, under-represented in teaching focused roles (compared to a sectoral
average of 40%). This may be explained by the concentration of teaching focused posts
in Economics, and we will seek more detailed DA data to examine this issue and
changes over time, to identify and address any issues (AP18).
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Chart 31: Economics Academic Staff 2012-2015

Chart 32: Philosophy Academic Staff 2012-2015
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Chart 33: Politics Academic Staff 2012-2015

Chart 34: Social Anthropology Academic Staff 2012-2015
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Chart 35: Social Statistics Academic Staff 2012-2015

Chart 36: Sociology Academic Staff 2012-2015

At DA level, the gender imbalance is most pronounced, across all grades, in Economics
and Philosophy. Although the proportion of female Lecturers has risen in Economics
since 2012/13, it remains very low (14% in 2014/15) while the Professorial proportion
has fallen to 20%. There have been no female SL/Readers in Economics since 2012/13.
In Philosophy, the proportion of female Lecturers and Professors has fallen, since
2012/13, to 17% with only 1 woman academic at each of the grades.
Sociology, Politics and Anthropology have a better gender balance. In Sociology, 45% of
lecturing staff are women (50% of Senior Lecturer/Readers). The proportion of female
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Professors is lower, at 40%. In Anthropology, women outnumber men at the Lecturer
(75%) and Professorial grade (67%) although there are no female SL/Readers or
Researchers. Politics has a gender balance at Lecturer and Researcher levels, and a 40%
female Professoriate; but only 20% of SL/Readers are women. In Social Statistics, which
is a small DA, 20% of Lecturers, 25% of SL/Readers and 25% of Professors are women,
while 88% of Researchers are women. This raises questions for the proportion of
women on fixed term contracts, and for the academic pipeline.
We will monitor staff profiles annually by School, DA and career level and will develop
action plans to address any identified barriers, and support career progression (AP18;
also AP22, AP26).

SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
Where relevant, comment on the transition of technical staff to academic roles.

(ii)

Academic and research staff by grade on fixed-term, open-ended/permanent
and zero-hour contracts by gender (281 words)

Chart 37: Lecturers by fixed/permanent contract 2012-2015
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Chart 38: SL/Readers on Permanent Contracts 2012-2015

Chart 39: Professors on Permanent Contracts 2012-2015
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Chart 40: Research only staff on Fixed Term Contracts 2012-2015

The majority of academic staff are on permanent contracts, at all levels, except
Researchers. There are no zero hour contracts.
The gender profile for permanent contract staff reflects the overall School profile, and
has largely remained consistent since 2012. The period 2012-15 witnessed a decrease in
the proportion of women Lecturers on fixed-term contracts. In 2015 there were no
SL/Readers and two Professors (both male) on fixed-term (fractional) contracts.
The majority of research staff are on fixed term contracts, and women are overrepresented at this level (over 60%). This may have implications for the gender pipeline
into permanent positions which we will explore going forward (AP18).
The annual P&DR process and mentoring are used to advise fixed term staff on career
development and the School follows University HR policy for this group: Staff are
written to, and meet with their line-manager, six and three months’ prior to the end of
their contract to consider options. All staff are considered as redeployees four months
prior to the end of their contract and remain on this register for six months afterwards,
if they have four years or more continuous service with the University.
There is currently no School level monitoring of this process, which resides in central
HR, but from 2016, the HoSA will review these procedures on a monthly basis and
maintain a central record (AP19)
Resources permitting, the School supports research associates (ESRC Future Leaders,
Simon and Hallsworth Fellows) to move to permanent T&R positions. Since 2006, 10
Lecturers have been appointed in this way (4 women).
The SCI has recently introduced permanent research contracts, underpinned by
temporary funding. We will evaluate this process and, if successful, roll this out across
the School (AP20).
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(iii)

Academic leavers by grade and gender and full/part-time status (146 words)

Chart 41: Academic Leavers by full and part-time 2012-2015

There is a higher proportion of academic leavers with full-time contracts. 54% of leavers
were men, although the proportion of women has increased to 46% in 2014-15.
However, relative to their numbers in the School, a slightly higher proportion of women
left than men; e.g in 2014/15, 14% of women staff left the School compared to 8% of
men. The numbers of academic leavers on part-time contracts is comparatively low, so
it is hard to identify any significant trends here.
All academic leavers hold an exit interview with their line manager, and a checklist is
completed and forwarded to HR. However, this does not capture individual reasons for
leaving and there is no central School level repository for these data. We will seek to
gather and record systematic data on academic leavers at School level and investigate
and address any gendered patterns or issues which emerge (AP21).
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5

SUPPORTING AND ADVANCING WOMEN’S CAREERS (6,270 WORDS)
Recommended word count: Bronze: 6000 words | Silver: 6500 words

5.1 Key career transition points: academic staff (1346 Words)
(i)
Recruitment (626 words)
School level recruitment data for Academic staff reports advertised posts in the
following categories: (i) Lecturer or Lecturer/SL, (ii) SL or SL/Reader and (iii) Reader or
Reader/Professor, for T&R and T posts; and, for Research posts: (i) Research Assistant,
Research Assistant/Associate or Research Associate, (ii) Research Associate/Fellow or
Research Fellow; (iii) Other. (There were no Senior Research Fellow posts.)
In 13/14, for L/SL advertised posts, women accounted for:




34% of applications (35% in 14/15, 32% in 15/16)
29% of shortlisted applicants (30% in 14/15, 37% in 15/16)
53% of appointees (14% in 14/15, 40% in 15/16)

In addition, in 15/16:




7% of applications made by women made it to shortlist (5% for men)
17% of women shortlisted were successful/appointed (16% for men)
1% of applications made by women were successful/appointed (1% for men)

The above figures are similar for ALL T&R, R posts.
The gender balance is better in applications for Research posts (49%-57% female), and
with slightly more favourable outcomes. For example, in 2015-16:




11% of applications made by women made it to shortlist (7% for men)
28% of women shortlisted were successful/appointed (13% for men)
3% of applications made by women were successful/appointed (1% for men)

We experienced difficulties in accessing accurate recruitment data as part of this
process, and identified a lack of data maintained at School level. There are likely to be
different profiles at DA level, which need to be examined. We will work with HR to
strengthen reporting structures and maintain a School data base to develop and inform
local action plans and targets around recruitment (AP22)
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Table 15: School Recruitment Data, Academic Staff ONLY
Applications*

Lecturer/
Senior Lecturer

2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

Senior Lecturer/
Reader

2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

Reader/
Professor

2014-15

2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2013-14
Research Associate

Successful^

Women

Men

Other

Total

%W

Women

Men

Other

Total

%W

Women

Men

Other

Total

%W

316
34%
203
35%
353
32%

581
63%
345
60%
702
64%

32
3%
29
5%
50
5%

929

34%

53%

30%

7

14%

32%

62

37%

8
12%
6
33%
6
16%

17

30

9
30%
1
11%
4
17%

0
0%
0
0%

1105

3
9%
3
10%
2
4%

29%

35%

69
12%
18
5%
37
5%

102

577

30
9%
9
4%
23
7%

10

40%

5
23%
12
29%

17
77%
29
71%

22

23%

20%

1
100%

50%

6

33%

1
25%
1
25%

2

29%

4
24%
4
14%

5

41

1
20%
2
17%

1

0%

4
20%

16
80%

20

20%

2
50%

3
19%

5

40%

1
33%

1

0%

10
22%
316
34%
212
34%
375
31%
242
55%
128
48%
109
54%

32
70%
581
63%
378
61%
763
64%
181
41%
126
48%
84
42%
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22%

40%

1

100%

34%

6
19%
69
12%
25
7%
47
6%
27
15%
20
16%
9
11%

10

929

4
40%
30
9%
12
6%
29
8%
30
12%
14
11%
21
19%

102

29%

17

53%

10

20%

12

42%

15

60%

10

20%

10

90%

0%

2013-14

2015-16

T&R,T

Shortlisted**

2014-15
2015-16

4
9%
32
3%
29
5%
54
5%
16
4%
10
4%
8
4%

619
1192

34%
31%

439

55%

264

48%

201

54%

0
0%
3
9%
3
10%
2
4%
0
0%
1
10%
1
13%

40
78

30%
37%

57

53%

35

40%

31

68%

1
25%
9
30%
2
17%
5
17%
9
30%
2
14%
9
43%

8
12%
8
32%
7
15%
6
22%
7
35%

0%
0%
0%

1
100%
1
100%
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0%
Research Associate/
Research Fellow

2013-14

13
50%

13
50%

26

50%

3
23%

3

100%

1
33%

1

100%

2014-15

9
64%

5
36%

14

64%

3
33%

3

100%

1
33%

1

100%

17
77%
16
47%

4
18%
16
47%

1
5%
2
6%

22

77%

100%

100%

0%
2
13%

4

50%

1
33%
1
50%

1

47%

0
0%
0
0%

3

34

3
18%
2
13%

0
0%

1

100%

271
54%
137
49%
126
57%

210
42%
131
47%
88
39%

18
4%
10
4%
9
4%

499

54%

45%

27%

34

71%

1
100%
1
100%

11

57%

6
21%
7
35%
0
0%

65%

38

11
31%
3
18%
10
42%

17

223

0
0%
1
10%
1
11%

55%

49%

29
14%
20
15%
9
10%

64

278

35
13%
17
12%
24
19%

11

91%

587
41%
349
39%
501
35%

791
55%
509
57%
851
60%

50
4%
39
4%
63
4%

1428

41%

37%

24%

112

47%

0
0%
1
25%
1
33%

21

35%

14
14%
15
33%
7
13%

59%

78

20
31%
5
17%
15
28%

34

1415

3
6%
4
10%
3
5%

39%

39%

98
12%
45
9%
56
7%

166

897

65
11%
29
8%
53
11%

23

65%

2015-16
2013-14
Other

2014-15
2015-16
2013-14
Research

2014-15
2015-16

ALL
Academic

2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

*Percentage below gender counts relate to the percentage of the gender group within the total applications
**Percentage below gender counts relate to the percentage of applications within that gender group which were shortlisted
^Percentage below gender counts relates to the percentage of shortlisted candidates with the gender group which were successful
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All academic posts are agreed by the HoS, HoSA and Faculty Dean. Vacancies are
advertised on jobs.ac.uk and the University website. Economics DA also advertises
through an annual discipline job fair. Targeted appointments do not appear in the
figures above. For example, the 2012 Project Diamond initiative recruited 26 academics
to the School, 10 women and 16 men: 21 Lecturers (15 men, 6 women) and 5
Professors (4 women, 1 man). All of the School’s job specifications and descriptions
carry an appropriate equality statement encouraging applications by under-represented
groups and are vetted for exclusionary language/criteria.
Shortlisting and interview panels are gender balanced as a matter of policy in Politics,
Sociology and Philosophy DAs. Small staff numbers and low numbers of female staff in
some DAs do not always make this possible, but School policy demands that there is
always at least one woman on all appointment panels. Going forward, we will strive for
gender balance on all appointment panels, drawing on staff from other DAs or Schools
where necessary and monitored by HoSA (AP23). All panel members undertake
mandatory E&D and unconscious bias training. There is Senior PSS representation at all
shortlisting and interview panels. The HoS chairs all Senior level appointment panels.
The School is currently trialling a new online points-based system for shortlisting, and
early indications are that this has had a positive effect on gender balance. However,
data on gender and ethnicity are not routinely provided from HR and we will pilot a
scheme to provide these aggregated data after shortlisting stage (AP23).
The survey of academic staff revealed generally high levels of satisfaction with
recruitment (73%), although there are some small gender differences, with 80% of men
and 72% of women agreeing that candidates were treated on merit, regardless of
gender, at shortlisting, and 85% of men and 70% of women, at interview. Only 66% of
women felt that appointments were made on merit, compared to 74% of men.
The School’s 2014 E&D action plan established aspirational targets for gender and BME
recruitment, implemented at DA level. HoDAs have been asked to produce action plans
identifying and addressing recruitment issues and this will be monitored by the School
E&D Committee, reporting to the HoS (AP24)

(ii) Induction (161 words)
Induction for academic staff to date has been organised at University and DA level. All
DAs provide meetings with HoDAs and mentors for early career/probationary new
arrivals.
The survey revealed low levels of take-up of the formal University induction process
amongst academic staff (19%) and only 10% (14% of men and 6% of women) found it
useful. Only 6% of respondents (9% men and 3% women) mentioned that gender
equality was appropriately addressed at the induction. These results will be fed back to
Faculty Policy and Resources Committee (AP25)
From September 2016, there is a new formalised School Induction programme for all
new academic staff. This whole-School approach will ensure consistency of information
and break down barriers between DAs. Attendance is mandatory for all new staff and
feedback will be collected and monitored. Equalities issues will form part of the new
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induction process, and feedback will be gathered from all inductees, and through the
staff survey, to inform and improve this process (AP25, AP1)

(iii) Promotion (366 words)
A greater proportion of men than women applied for promotion, notably at SL and
Reader level, apart from in 2015. However, when women do apply, their overall success
rate is higher than for men. Of the men who applied for promotion over the three year
period 75% were successful, compared to 92% for women. This may reflect the trend
that women wait longer to apply for promotion than men, and we will investigate how
long staff remain at each career stage to identify and address any gendered patterns
around progression (AP26).

Table 16: School applications for promotion from 2013-2015, by academic level.

Total Applications
Promotion
To:
Chair

2013

2014

Men

Women

%W

Men

1

1

50%

1

Reader
Senior Lecturer

2
5

1

17%

6

2

25%

3

%W

60%

5

Senior Research
Fellow
SOSS Total

Women

2015

8

1

100%

4

33%

Men

Women

%W

2

2

50%

3

5

63%

6

7

54%

1
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Table 17 : successful School applications for promotion from 2013-2015
by academic level

Successful Applications
Promotion
To:
Chair

2013

2014

Men

Women

%W

Men

0

1

100%

1

Reader
Senior Lecturer

1
4

1

20%

4

2

25%

3

%W

75%

3

Senior Research
Fellow
SOSS Total

Women

2015

5

1

100%

4

44%

Men

Women

%W

2

1

33%

3

5

63%

6

6

54%

1

Cases for promotion are identified at DA level through the P&DR process, and
supported by HoDAs. Calls for promotion and criteria are circulated to all staff members
annually in October. Explicit consideration is given in the criteria to periods of maternity
leave in constructing cases for support, as per UoM Academic Promotions Policy. In
Sociology, Politics and Philosophy, HoDAs reported giving strong encouragement to
women, and we will ensure this practice is consistently applied across the School
(AP26).
Applications are made to SPC, graded and a final decision is made at Faculty Promotions
Committee. For the past three years, the School has held early meetings of the SPC to
allow for revisions to applications in response to detailed feedback, with support from
HoDAs. This policy has increased the success rate for women applicants in particular.
Nevertheless, the Athena SWAN Survey showed differing levels of satisfaction by
gender with regard to career progression and promotion, with 82% of men and only
59% of women feeling that the University’s criteria are fair in regard to career
progression and promotion. There was a clear disparity between men and women in
their belief that promotions are based on merit rather than gender (34% of women,
compared to 64% of men).
From Autumn 2016, the School is running two workshops for promotion applicants to
provide guidance on promotion criteria and applications, and the SPC will meet twice
(in November and January) to consider applications and provide guidance/support on
cases prior to grading and submission to Faculty. The success of these workshops will be
examined going forward to inform and improve policy formation and implementation,
and increase trust in the procedures by staff (AP26, AP1).
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(iv)

Department submissions to the Research Excellence Framework (REF) (193
words)

The School had an inclusive 2014 REF submission strategy, submitting 81% of all eligible
staff. Women were included at a higher rate than men, with 88% of all eligible women
and 78% of all eligible men being returned. Women made up 33% of academic staff but
comprised 36% of all those returned.
Despite repeated efforts, we were unable to obtain comparable data for RAE2008.

Table 18 : SoSS REF2014 submission by Unit of Assessment

Unit of Assessment

Economics and
Econometrics

Politics and
International Studies

Sociology (including
Social Statistics)

Anthropology and
Development Studies

Gender

Included

Total

Inclusion %

HEI
Average
Inclusion %

Difference

Women

4

4

100%

71%

29%

Men

27

39

69%

79%

-10%

Women

12

16

75%

74%

1%

Men

20

26

77%

79%

-2%

Women

22

23

96%

75%

21%

Men

28

32

88%

81%

6%

Women

17

28

61%

74%

-13%

Men

27

31

87%

83%

4%

Women

4

4

100%

90%

10%

Men

8

10

80%

89%

-9%

Philosophy

There is discipline variance, with Sociology (including Social Statistics) above
institutional and HEI average inclusion rates for both men and women (with
significantly higher rates for women), Politics, Philosophy and Economics with higher
inclusion rates for women (though the numbers are small) but lower submission rates
for men, and Anthropology showing a significantly lower submission rate for women (13%). The HoDA for Social Anthropology stated that this reflected a number of ECRs
who were appointed late in the REF cycle from RCUK fellowships and two of whom
(both women) were excluded from REF2014. These ECRs had received mentoring and
P&DR support, and were expected to be returned in REF2020. We will monitor REF2020
preparations annually for gender equality, and develop actions to address any identified
issues as they arise (AP27).
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SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
5.2 Key career transition points: professional and support staff
(i)

Induction
Describe the induction and support provided to all new professional and
support staff, at all levels. Comment on the uptake of this and how its
effectiveness is reviewed.

(ii)

Promotion
Provide data on staff applying for promotion, and comment on applications
and success rates by gender, grade and full- and part-time status. Comment
on how staff are encouraged and supported through the process.

5.3

Career development: academic staff (1679 words)

(i)

Training (416 words)

A wide range of training is available to all academic staff from University Staff Learning
and Development (SL&D). This includes mandatory designated training for academic
staff in management roles – e.g. around P&DRs or PREPs, recruitment and selection. All
staff are expected to complete online E&D training and health and safety training. All
ECRs and GTAs are expected to complete HNAP within 2 years and as a condition of
passing probation. In 2015-16 the School provided unconscious bias training for all staff
in leadership roles, and this will be rolled out in future years (AP28).
The School actively encourages academic staff, and especially Senior women, to take
part in Faculty and University Leadership Programmes, including Step Into Leadership,
Headstart, and Aurora. However, take-up has been low (only 3 people for Step Into
Leadership in 2012-15, 1 woman and two men) and we will seek to redress this through
increased communication and P&DR procedures (AP29). The University also provides
‘Springboard’ which is an external programme of career development for women, and
which is largely taken up by PSS staff.
Every DA has designated mandatory research and teaching days for all staff. A School
audit of training workshops in 2015/16 indicated differential research support activities
around grant capture and publication in each DA. The audit underpins a School level
strategy and will allow for shared good practice within and across the School (AP30).
The School supports and funds HEA accreditation for all GTAs. Additional support for
postdoctoral Researchers and ECRs is devolved to DA level, and we will develop School
level policy and monitor practice to identify and address any equalities issues. (AP30,
AP33)
Our survey showed that 81% of respondents (92% of men and 81% of women) 9 were
aware of training opportunities. 52% men and 56% women indicated they had been
9

Where gender is specified in the survey response. The total number here, and elsewhere, includes those
who did not specify gender (12 Academic and 10 PSS responses).
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encouraged to participate in training opportunities, and 56% of all respondents (58%
men and 61% women) had participated in such opportunities.
There are moves to strengthen staff training already underway in the School. Individual
training needs are monitored through the P&DR process. HNAP forms part of the
conditions for probation and is monitored by SPC. However, there is no centralised
record of uptake and evaluation of training across the board, and we will develop this
and monitor for equalities issues. Training will be recognised in promotion and
progression criteria, and evaluated through the staff survey (AP31, AP1).

(ii)

Appraisal/development review (214 words)

Annual P&DRs are offered to all academic staff, including postdoctoral students and
Researchers, and annual PREPS are compulsory for all REF eligible staff. These are
undertaken by line managers. P&DRs cover research, teaching and administration.
PREPs focus on research, including publication plans, conference attendance,
knowledge exchange/impact, research funding, sabbatical leave and PGR supervision.
Both review the previous 12 months and look forward to the next 12 months and 2-3
years and an agreed summary of performance and development plans is produced.
Take up of P&DRs is high across the School, with consistent rates of over 94% in the
period 2012-2015. Copies of P&DRs are kept by line managers and HoS, with numbers
provided to the University. In 2015 (the first year in which PREPs were administered),
there were 152 PREPs. Although P&DRs and PREPs are not monitored by gender, the
high take up is assumed to reflect the gender balance across the School.
Despite high take-up, the survey showed mixed reception with only 56% of respondents
(58% men and 61% women) finding the process valuable. Survey comments suggest
that the effectiveness of the P&DR process is highly contingent on who is conducting it.
All P&DR reviewers receive mandatory training from SL&D. We will strengthen the
training for managers around P&DR, to increase staff satisfaction (AP32, AP1).

(iii)

Support given to academic staff for career progression (188 words)

All early career and probationary staff in the School are assigned a Senior mentor by the
HoDA, who advises on research and publication strategy, and may conduct the PREP.
The School takes part in the University Step into Leadership and Headstart
programmes. For Senior women, there is a University Women Professors Network,
which provides informal mentoring and bespoke coaching for Senior women.
The P&DR process is open to all levels, including postdocs, and is used to support career
progression.
All full-time HEFCE funded academic staff are allocated a School-funded Allowance of
£2,000 per annum for research support. Postdocs are eligible to apply to HoDAs for
research support funds, but this is currently ad hoc. We will develop shared practice
across the School and monitor for take-up and equalities issues. (AP33)
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The SRC has identified support and training for ECRs as a key focus for development
around grant capture, publications and impact and engagement. We will develop and
evaluate School policies to support ECRs (AP33).
All teaching active staff are subject to the Faculty Peer Review of Teaching, and all
probationary staff and promotion applicants are subject to School peer review.

(iv) Comment and reflect on support given to students at any level to enable them
to make informed decisions about their career (including the transition to a
sustainable academic career) (566 words)
Each UG and PGT student has a designated academic advisor who provides career
advice and support across their degree programme. All advisors undertake mandatory
online training, and we will be rolling out unconscious bias training for all academic
advisors (AP28). Career advice and employability are embedded in the School and DA
Student Experience Action Plans (SEAPs), which are monitored and updated on a rolling
basis. The School has a designated employability lead and DA reps, who work with the
Careers Service to develop events, including options to continue academic study.
The School hosts a Nuffield Q-Step centre which provides training for undergraduate
students in quantitative research methods, and since 2014 has placed over 100
students (74 women and 39 men) in paid internships in public, private and third sector
organisations. Q-Step is now developing provision for PGT and PGR students.
There has been an increase in employability across the School in recent years, as
reflected in undergraduate DLHE data (from 67.6% in 2010/11 to 76.5% in 2014/15).
The 2015 NSS showed an overall satisfaction for the School of 83%, but lower rates
around personal development and academic support (72% and 78% respectively). DLHE
data shows a positive destination for over 79% of PGT students in 2014/15. The 2015
PTES shows an overall satisfaction level for the School of 81%, but lower scores around
skills development (70%) and career preparation (69%). These issues are already being
addressed by School TLC, but we will strengthen these to include equalities issues and
to provide analysis at DA level by gender and ethnicity (AP34).
Each PGR student receives an annual review, and the mandatory online record system
(eProg) requires input on training and career development. DA PGR programmes offer
career advice and development sessions as part of the doctoral training programme.
Each supervisor undertakes mandatory training, which includes career advice; however
the individualised nature of the supervisory relationship means that it is likely practice
varies within and across disciplines. We will seek to address this variability through
strengthened training and monitoring (AP35, AP28).
PGR students in Sociology, Politics and Social Statistics are allocated a research support
allowance of up to £500 for career development activities. Economics, Social
Anthropology and Philosophy DAs do not provide an allowance. We will develop School
level support to standardise this practice and monitor take-up by gender and ethnicity
(AP36).
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PGR students who undertake teaching are given mandatory GTA training and are
eligible for HEA accreditation, supported and funded by the School.
PGR students are encouraged and supported to apply for Faculty postdoctoral
opportunities such as the Simon and Hallsworth Fellowships, ESRC and British Academy
postdoctoral fellowships. The School has been very successful in these initiatives and
there is a good gender balance (7 women, 5 men from 2013-2015). We have two BA PD
Fellows from 2016, both women.
While PRES results for 2015 showed high overall satisfaction scores (84.7%), there were
clear areas for development identified around induction (71%), career development
(74.6%), personal development (36.7%) and career advice (30%). However, internal
data on employability between July 2010 and July 2015 shows high levels of positive
destinations for both men and women graduates (91.3% and 92.6% respectively).
73.3% of women and 72.5% of men PGR graduates are in academic or research
positions. As with UG and PGT, these data are not routinely disagreggated or monitored
by gender or ethnicity and this will be explored going forward to inform future action
plans (AP34).

(v)

Support offered to those applying for research grant applications (295 words)

Research funding and grant applications are supported by the School Research Hub. The
Hub co-ordinates weekly emails detailing funding opportunities to DA research
directors, and fortnightly updates to all academic staff. The School has an Impact and
Engagement Officer, based for 50% of her time in SoSS, who works with academics in
developing grant applications and impact with users. From November 2016, the School
has hired a grant writer to assist with large grants and applications from ECRs. We will
monitor use of this support to ensure equality objectives are being met, particularly for
ECRs (AP37). Our survey showed that 76% of men and 71% of women agree that there
is adequate support and information available from the school to help with research
grants and internal funding applications.
The School offers DA specific training on all aspects of grant capture. All grant
applications are peer reviewed at DA level by Senior colleagues. The University offers
mock interviews for applicants for large/EU grants. Sociology DA offers workload relief
for those preparing large grant applications and this will be rolled out at School level
from 2016 onwards (AP37).
The School has a rolling internal research/SR award fund providing seedcorn money and
support for impact and engagement activities. In 2015/16, this was £28,000 and
increased to £45,000 in 2016/17. We will monitor applications and success rates of
these funds to ensure equality objectives are fully met (AP37)
Research applications are monitored annually by gender, ethnicity and disability at
Faculty level. A Faculty report in July 2016 noted that that between 2012 and 2015
there were almost equal rates of award success for men and women (46% and 45%
respectively). There were larger discrepancies around ethnicity and disability. We will
ensure School level analysis of these data annually and identify relevant actions (AP37).
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SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
5.4

Career development: professional and support staff

(i)

Training
Describe the training available to staff at all levels in the department.
Provide details of uptake by gender and how existing staff are kept up
to date with training. How is its effectiveness monitored and developed
in response to levels of uptake and evaluation?

(vi)

Appraisal/development review
Describe current appraisal/development review schemes for professional
and support staff at all levels and provide data on uptake by gender.
Provide details of any appraisal/review training offered and the uptake
of this, as well as staff feedback about the process.

(ii)

Support given to professional and support staff for career progression
Comment and reflect on support given to professional and support staff
to assist in their career progression.

5.5

Flexible working and managing career breaks (971 words)

Opportunities and policies for all leave and flexible working arrangements are included
in the Staff Handbook and on the staff intranet.
There is currently no central repository for School level data on maternity, adoption,
paternity, shared parental leave or flexible working arrangements, since this
information is lodged with HoDAs and HR. We will establish a School database for all
forms of leave and work with HR to strengthen their processes and records (AP39).

(i)

Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: before leave (215 words)

Table 19: Maternity and Adoption Leave 2012-2015
Maternity and Adoption Leave
2012

2013

2014

2015

Academic

6

7

4

4

PSS

1

3

1

2
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Formal records for maternity and adoption leave (MAL) are held by HR. Between 20122015, MAL was taken by 10 research associates and 10 Lecturers, and one Professor.
PSS staff are not disaggregated by grade.
For Academics, MAL is arranged through the HoDA. For PSS, arrangements are agreed
with the HoSA. There is an optional checklist for managers, which may be completed
during these meetings and copies are held by the applicant and their line manager.
Our academic survey showed that 71% of women and 65% of men agreed that women
were more at a career disadvantage for having a family than male staff. Amongst PSS
staff, 60% of women and 39% of men agree that having a family puts female PSS staff at
a career disadvantage. However, all of the PSS women who had taken maternity leave
agreed that the School had been supportive through this process. The academic staff
survey showed some dissatisfaction, with 2 of the 8 respondents who had taken MAL
indicating this had negatively impacted their careers. One stated MAL had delayed her
sabbatical and negatively impacted her chances for promotion while another, a
Researcher, commented on problems for staff on fixed term contracts. We will consult
staff further on these issues and develop appropriate policy responses to improve staff
satisfaction (AP38, AP1).

(ii) Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: during leave (138 words)
The Faculty provides cover for all permanent academic staff who take MAL. For those
on fixed term contracts, Occupational Maternity Pay is provided if they meet the
qualifying criteria. If a contract ends during a period of maternity leave, the University
continues to pay the statutory maternity pay for the full qualifying period. PSS cover is
decided on a case by case basis. The School offers members of staff the option to work
for up to 10 KIT (Keeping in Touch) days. KIT days are optional and are agreed in
advance by both the employee and the line manager.
The survey showed mixed responses for support during maternity leave, with 5 out of 7
women academics happy with the level of support. All of the PSS women staff (7) were
happy with the level of support they received.

(iii)

Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: returning to work (129
words)

Line managers are provided with a checklist from HR to assist staff in the transition back
to work. The University has a staff network group for staff returning to work from
maternity, paternity or adoption leave, and there are two workplace nurseries. There is
a peer support scheme for ECRs/PGRs, and a Student Union Parents and Carers Group.
The University is also signed up to a salary sacrifice scheme to support childcare costs.
Support for academics returning to work is managed at DA level. HoDAs arrange a
meeting prior to return to work to discuss workload and support. Sociology and Politics
DAs offer an informal reduction in workload to returnees, and Sociology also offers a
P&DR for returnees. We will seek to standardise support for returnees across the
School (AP38).
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(iv)

Maternity return rate (68 words)

Data on maternity return rates were not held by HR or by the School or DAs, nor was it
possible to ascertain data on staff whose contracts were not renewed on maternity
leave. The numbers above do show that RAs, who are most likely to be on fixed
contracts, were strongly represented in the MAL numbers, but it was not possible to
discover how many returned from leave (see AP39).

SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
Provide data and comment on the proportion of staff remaining
in post six, 12 and 18 months after return from maternity leave.

(v)

Paternity, shared parental, adoption, and parental leave uptake (170 words)

The University has Shared Parental Leave and Paternity Leave policies and procedures
which are open to all eligible University staff.
The School is fully supportive of all eligible academic and PSS staff taking up these
opportunities. Formal requests by academic staff are made via HoDAs and records are
maintained by the HoS, while PSS requests are made to line managers and maintained
by HoSA. All formal requests are lodged centrally with HR. However, discussions with
HoS and HoDAs suggest that paternity arrangements with academics are usually
informal and records of formal requests are patchy (seeAP39).

Table 20: Paternity Leave 2012-2015

Paternity Leave
2012

2013

2014

2015

Academic

1

4

2

2

PSS

0

0

0

0

Of the nine academic staff who took PL, one was SL, 4 were Lecturers and 3 were
RA/PDs. There were no PSS staff registered. There were no records of shared parental
leave or adoption leave for male staff members during this time.
Our survey showed that those male academics who took PL found the process
supportive and did not maintain contact during leave – although this may be accounted
for by the short time-scale for PL allowance.
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(vi)

Flexible working (179 words)

The University has policy and procedures for flexible working which are open to all
University staff who have been employed for 26 weeks or more and which is in
accordance with the ACAS code of practice and guidance.
The School is fully supportive of flexible working and seeks to support reasonable
requests from academic and PSS staff. Formal requests by academic staff are made via
HoDAs and records are maintained by the HoS, while PSS requests are made to line
managers and maintained by HoSA. All formal requests are lodged centrally with HR. HR
records show that between 2014-2016, there were 11 formal requests for flexible
working, all from PSS women staff.
Discussions with HoS and HoDAs suggest that arrangements with academics are usually
informal and records of formal requests are patchy. There is no School level record of
informal arrangements and a review of existing arrangements is needed to consider
ongoing informal arrangements (AP39). This lack of record keeping was reflected by
our academic survey, in which 47% of men and 40% of women indicated they use
flexible working.

(vii)

Transition from part-time back to full-time work after career breaks (71 words)

The University advertises all vacancies via the internal website and follows a process
which gives priority to all staff at risk of redundancy, where applicable, and allows parttime staff to apply for suitable full-time roles. As flexible working requests are
confirmed on a permanent basis, it is not University practice to retain reduced hours in
the event that the applicant may choose to increase their working time at a later date.

5.6

Organisation and culture (2274 words)

(i)

Culture (617 words)

The School has an established record of examining, and seeking to promote, equality
and diversity and produced reports on staff diversity in 2008 and 2012. The School’s
2014 E&D action plan (updated in 2015) established aspirational targets around gender
and ethnicity in staffing. The SLT is committed to the principles of the Athena SWAN
and Race Chartermark awards in creating an inclusive and equal environment for all
staff and students, as reflected in the School Strategic Plan (2016-2020). E&D is a
standing item on all School Committees.
The newly established E&D Committee is part of this broader work, which falls under
Social Responsibility goals. The role of SR Director was established in 2012, and has E&D
as a key operational priority. To date, the School has led the way on issues around WP,
BME attainment, sexual consent and unconscious bias training. The current School
Director, Professor Helen Beebee, is a Patron of Athena SWAN, and will chair the new
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E&D Committee10. The Committee will report to the School SPRC and Faculty E&D
Committee and will assume responsibility for the monitoring of equalities data and
action plans, and embedding Athena SWAN principles across the School. There are
representatives from all DAs and research centres/institutes and PSS staff on this
committee, and E&D will be embedded in all DA committee agendas (AP40).
The School has two Senior representatives on the Faculty E&D Committee (Alexander
and Beebee), with expertise in race and gender equality. The School pays close
attention to issues of gender equality and representation on School level committees,
and in practices and processes around recruitment, promotion and progression,
workload allocation, and the student experience and curricula. All Senior academic and
PSS staff have received unconscious bias training in 2015-16 and this will be rolled out
to all academic and PSS staff in the next three years (AP28).
The School is supportive of university and student initiatives around inclusive learning,
and has worked on issues around BME attainment and international students in
conjunction with the Runnymede Trust. Degree attainment, and disparities around
gender and ethnicity, are a key part of our SEAPs and will be monitored closely by the
School Director of Teaching and Learning. Curriculum reviews have taken place around
gender and race equality in Sociology, Politics and Philosophy DAs. Philosophy, in
particular, has undertaken a range of gender-based initiatives drawing on the guidelines
of SWIP/BPA Good Practice Scheme and we will be drawing broader lessons from these
for other DAs, especially Economics (AP41).
Our survey suggests that there is some disparity between these initiatives and the
everyday experience of staff regarding workplace culture. For example, the survey
revealed that 75% of academic men and 59% of academic women felt that they are
treated with respect, while 76% of academic men and only 49% of academic women felt
that people paid equal attention when female academic staff speak, as when male
academic staff speak.
There is a potential disconnect between DA and School level roles, initiatives and
experiences and this will be addressed going forward through increased
communication, monitored through the staff survey (AP42, AP1). This difference
between School and DA practices and cultures is reflected amongst PSS staff, who work
mainly at School level. Our survey showed that 100% of men and 80% of women believe
that Senior academic staff respect junior male and female staff equally. Similarly, 100%
of men and 86% of women believe that people pay as much attention to female PSS
staff as they do male PSS staff.

(ii) HR policies (157 words)
All University HR policies are accessible on the University Staffnet. The HoS holds
monthly meetings with the HR partner, who also sits on SLT and SPRC. Staff with
management responsibilities are briefed in SLT and HoDA meetings, at SPRC and in
10

Professor Beebee felt her role as Patron of Athena SWAN was in conflict with active
involvement in the development of this application, but in her role as SR Director will lead on
implementation and evaluation of the Action Plan.
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monthly one-to-one meetings with HoS. HoSA holds regular meetings with Senior PSS
staff.
Amongst PSS, 92% of men and 94% of women were aware of the University’s equality
policies. 100% of male respondents and 75% of female respondents believe that the
School makes it clear that inappropriate language and behaviour are not acceptable.
Our academic survey, however, showed that only 77% of men and 55% of women are
aware of the University’s policies in relation to gender equality. 75% of men and 67% of
women believe that the School makes it clear that inappropriate language and
behaviour are not acceptable. We will seek to increase awareness of relevant HR
policies and reporting strategies, especially amongst academics (AP43).

(iii)

Representation of men and women on committees (318 words)

Table 21: SoSS School Committee Membership by gender in 2015-6

Key School Committees

Chair
(m/w)

Head of Discipline Areas

Man

School Board
School Equality and Diversity
Committee
School PGR Programmes
Committee
School Policy and Resources
Committee

Man

Academic Staff
men
women
3

PSS Staff
men
women

3

%
women

50%
n/a

Woman

3

8

1

Man

3

0

0

5

62.5%

Man

9

5

0

5

50%

School Promotions Committee

Man

5

3

0

2

50%

School Research Committee
School Social Responsibility
Committee
School Teaching and Learning
Committee

Man

4

4

4

67%

Woman

3

7

Man

7

1

0

5

46%

Senior Leadership Team

Man

4

1

0

5

60%

41

32

1

26

Total

75%

70%

58%

While women make up 58% of School Committee membership, academic women are
under-represented, particularly at Senior Leadership level (20%), although they are
over-represented in relation to their proportion in the School (44% compared to 38%
overall). However, School level roles for academics are rotated every three years, so
the current snapshot does not reflect gender makeup over time (e.g. until 2013, the
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HoS was a woman, and from 2012-2015 the Directors of UG Programmes and Research
were also women).
There are University HR guidelines for the appointment of HoS, although these do not
contain any consideration of equalities issues. However, the University policy for 4th Tier
recruitment (HoDAs and School Directors) does include an explicit reference to the
identified need to recruit and support women and BME staff into leadership roles.
Senior roles carry workload reduction, extra sabbatical tariff and additional nonpensionable stipend.
The School Leadership is very aware of the need for gender balance in key academic
leadership roles, including HoDAs, and these considerations form part of recruitment
procedures. The HoS explicitly considers gender balance when advertising for these
appointments and may approach individuals in some cases. Practices vary at DA level,
and constraints appear in small DAs (e.g. Philosophy and Social Statistics) or where
there are small numbers of women (Economics), particularly at Senior level. Issues of
committee overload can then be a cause for concern.
The survey showed that amongst academic staff, 74% of men and only 53% of women
felt that they are given opportunities to represent their DA or School on committees or
boards. Only half of all respondents believe that female staff are adequately
represented on Management/Leadership committees, although again there is a
distinction to be drawn between DA and School level practices and profiles.
We will seek to increase the gender balance on DA and School Committees, support
women who wish to take on these roles and monitor Committee constitution annually
(AP44).

(iv)

Participation on influential external committees (141 words)

All School Directors and HoS sit on Faculty committees in their area of responsibility,
and the School is also represented in Faculty Leadership roles (e.g. Faculty Research
Director, Colette Fagan, who also chairs the Faculty E&D Committee and is a member of
the University AS SAT). All opportunities for University and Faculty roles are notified by
email, and external opportunities are circulated by the research support office.
Support is offered by HoS and HoDAs for academics wishing to sit on external
committees (e.g. ESRC, REF panels) and workload reduction is applicable in some cases.
Senior staff are encouraged to take advantage of relevant training opportunities. As
with School level roles, individuals may be approached by HoS or HoDAs, especially in
cases of underrepresented groups to address imbalances (AP44).
A number of Senior women academics are members of influential external Committees
(see 5.6.vii).

(v) Workload model (245 words)
There is a standard workload allocation model (WAM) at School level, which covers
undergraduate and postgraduate teaching, PhD supervision and administration, buyout
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and paid leave. The School assumes an overall 40:40:20 split for research, teaching and
administration. Adjustments are made for new probationary staff of 50% for Year 1 and
25% of Year 2 to allow for completion of HNAP. New Senior staff are allowed a 20%
reduction in Year 1.
Key School and DA level administrative roles are tariffed, although there is some
variation at DA level. There is no monitoring for fairness around gender at School or DA
level. All HoDAs reported that they monitor for fairness in the distribution of work
across all staff, and some DAs make adjustments for workload around maternity leave.
All DAs publish their WAMS to staff. From 2016/17, the School will publish all WAMs
online and will seek to standardise tariffs where possible (AP45).
Workload and performance in teaching, research and administration is taken into
account as part of appraisal and development and in promotion criteria.
Most academics – men and women - felt that the workload allocation did not match
their experience. 65% of men and 54% of women agreed that gender does not play a
role in the allocation of work. Only 8% of women (and 0% of men) reported that they
felt they had been treated unfairly in the past year in this regard, and we will monitor
this through the WAM and the staff survey (AP1, AP45).

(vi)

Timing of departmental meetings and social gatherings (141 words)

All School and DA meetings are organised within core working hours (10am-4pm). All
School and DA Committee meetings are scheduled at the start of the academic year to
allow for forward planning. Social events are usually scheduled to start within normal
working hours, and are publicised in advance to allow those with caring responsibilities
to make necessary arrangements. Seminars usually take place within normal working
hours, although public lectures usually take place in the evening due to timetabling and
space constraints and to maximise attendance from members of the public. 81%
academic men and 82% academic women agreed the meetings in their DA are
completed in core hours.
Amongst PSS, 77% men and 89% women agreed that meetings are completed during
core hours. 84% of men and 81% of women felt that social activities are welcoming to
both men and women.

(vii) Visibility of role models (330 words)
The School is sensitive to representation of gender and ethnicity in all public facing
activities, including the website, admissions materials, open days, public lectures, media
engagement etc. The School’s policy is to proactively raise the profile of women and
BME staff and students on our website. Although media appearances are monitored by
Faculty Communications Team, this is not routinely examined for gender and ethnicity,
and this will be developed going forward, and monitored annually (AP46).
The makeup of the SLT and HoDAs places women at the centre of the School’s
leadership activities, and there are also high profile women leading research centres
(MICRA and CMIST). Members of the School hold high visibility external roles – for
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example Economics Professors Diane Coyle (formerly Vice Chair of the BBC Trust and
Economics Editor of the Independent, and first female Chair of the National Institute of
Economic and Social Research) and Rachel Griffith (Director of Institute of Fiscal
Studies). Philosophy DA’s Helen Beebee is President of the British Society for the
Philosophy of Science and President Elect of the Aristotelian Society and a Patron of
Athena SWAN. MICRA’s Director Debora Price is President of the British Society of
Gerontology. The School boasts 13 Fellows of the Academy of Social Science, of whom 8
are women.
The School holds an annual Arthur Lewis lecture, named after Britain’s first black
Professor. This series was started in 2014 and has two male speakers and one female
speaker to date. Politics, Social Anthropology, Economics and Philosophy all hold annual
public lectures, and gender balance is an explicit consideration in invitation. The Politics
Peace Lecture since 2013 has had two women speakers and one man, and they also
host a student lecture named after Sylvia Pankhurst. Griffith was the keynote speaker
at the prestigious Royal Economics Society Lecture in 2015 and will host the lecture for
the next two years in Manchester. The Philosophy Annual Lecture, started in 2016, is
named after Dorothy Emmett, a former HoDA and eminent philosopher (AP46).

(viii) Outreach activities (325 words)
The School has a strong commitment to outreach and WP activities, which are part of
our SR goals. School and DA policy and practice is to provide gender balanced
representation from academics at all outreach events. HoDAs and HoS are actively
involved in Open Days but anecdotal evidence suggests that school visits are mainly
undertaken by junior Lecturers, both women and men. However academic involvement
is not routinely monitored by gender or grade, and we will address this in the future
(AP47).
The School holds 5 Discover Days, with 40 students on each and a 50/50 participant
gender balance. The Pre-University courses are led by 3 women and 2 men. This work is
all tariffed. See Tables 6 and 7 for participant breakdown by gender.
The School has 6 MAP tutors, all men, which probably reflects the interest from
participating school students in Economics. This work is not formally recognised in
workload allocation or in promotions/progression criteria, and we will address this
going forward (AP47).
The School hosts the Manchester ESRC Social Science Festival (with Manchester
Metropolitan and Salford Universities). In 2015 and 2016 this call funded 27 and 41
impact and engagement events respectively. The School funded 14 events in 2015, of
which 57% were led by women, and 19 events in 2016, of which 74% were led by
women. There was an estimated 2000 visitors to the 27 Festival events in 2015, though
these were not monitored by gender.
Table 22 shows Impact Case studies returned to REF 2014 by gender and grade. Of the
20 case studies, 7 (35%) were led by women, and the majority (70%) were led by
Professors, mostly male. Gender equality will be monitored as part of our REF2020
preparations (AP27). However, we recognise that this is an imperfect proxy for the
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broad range of engagement activities across the School, and we will seek to raise the
profile on this broader range of work as part of our strengthened communications
strategy (AP46).

Table 22: Impact case studies returned to REF 2014
UOA
Count
18 Economics
4
21 Politics
5
23 Sociology
6
24a Social Anthropology
3
32 Philosophy
2
Total
20

Male Female
4
0
3
2
3
3
1
2
2
0
13
7

Prof SL
L
ECR
4
0
0
0
3
1
1
0
4
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
2
0
0
0
14
3
2
1

SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
6
CASE STUDIES: IMPACT ON INDIVIDUALS
Recommended word count: Silver 1000 words
Two individuals working in the department should describe how the department’s
activities have benefitted them.
The subject of one of these case studies should be a member of the selfassessment team.
The second case study should be related to someone else in the department.
More information on case studies is available in the awards handbook.

7 FURTHER INFORMATION
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words (490 words)

The complex structure, and different DA profiles, of the School raises challenges for
understanding the ways in which gender operates across the different spheres of
activity, from staffing to students, and from research, to teaching, to engagement and
external profile. The action plan has identified 5 key areas for the School to address
going forward:
1) Monitoring and data: while the picture that emerges from our analysis here is
revealing, we recognise the need to maintain a central database on gender and
other equalities concerns, which are regularly updated, evaluated and
operationalised. This priority is crucial to the success and evaluation of the
following priorities.
2) Staff recruitment and promotion: the analysis has pointed to a consistent underrepresentation of women academics in the School, and notably in progression
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from Lecturer to SL/Reader, despite previous efforts to address this imbalance.
We hope the actions identified here will provide a mechanism and impetus for
real change going forward, and which will, in turn, impact the School’s student
profile and workplace culture.
3) Staff training and support: the action plan identifies key areas for staff support,
from ECRs to Senior women and BME staff. We aim to make use of structures
already in place around P&DRs and training, and drawing on updated data to
ensure that all of our staff are supported across their careers and in all areas
from research and teaching to administration, engagement, and in maintaining
a good work-life balance.
4) Student profile and ‘pipeline’: the data shows a complex DA and School picture
around student recruitment, attainment and employability, and in the pipeline
from UG to PGR. The Action Plan identifies areas for further investigation,
notably at DA level, and provides strategies to pursue greater gender balance
across disciplines, and as student progress through their academic careers.
5) Workplace culture and communication: while the School is generally felt to be a
good place to work, one key issue identified through the AS process, and
notably the staff surveys, is the need for greater communication, particularly
around our commitment to equalities issues, and in raising the profile of our
successes in this area – particularly those of our women staff and students. The
action plan identifies a number of related areas to be strengthened in this
regard, both internally and externally.

In addition to these actions/priorities, we recognise two connected factors, which
require further investigation going forward: the first is the intersection of gender with
other forms of inequality, particularly ethnicity, but also sexuality/trans and socioeconomic status. We have highlighted these intersections in the Action Plan where
possible, but underline the School’s commitment to a broad and inclusive
understanding of equality and diversity. Second, we recognise the need to understand
the intersection with the profile and experiences of our international staff and,
particularly, students, and how this might impact on gender issues, particularly at PGT
and PGR levels, and in DAs such as Economics, which has a significant international
student cohort.
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8 ACTION PLAN
The action plan should present prioritised actions to address the issues identified in this application.

Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)
1
(17)

Issue Identified

A:
Low response rate
Monitoring for Athena SWAN
/Data
academic staff
survey
(A5)

Planned action /
objective
Undertake two-yearly surveys
of SoSS Academic and PSS
staff around equalities
concerns, to: (i) identify key
issues around the
experiences of School staff in
relation to all equalities
issues; (ii) track changes
around key areas of concern
over time; (iii) contribute to a
database for monitoring and
evaluation of progress on
gender equalities issues
identified in the AS bronze
application

Timeframe
(start/end
date)
March-April
2017 and
repeated
every 2 years
/May-17

Milestones

Survey reports and
E&D report

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action
Director of
Social
Responsibility/
Equality and
Diversity
Committee

1) a clear understanding of
progress around gender
equalities issues over time; 2)
an understanding of a broad
scope of equalities concerns in
the School; 3) a way to identify
new and ongoing equalities
concerns amongst PSS and
Academic staff
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)
2
(2)

3
(15)

4
(1)

Issue Identified

A:
Provide a core
Monitoring administrative and
/Data
reporting structure
for Equalities issues
(A2)
in the School to
ensure monitoring
and evaluation of
Equalities data and
oversee the
implementation of
AS
recommendations
and objectives.
Provide an annual
report on equality
and diversity.
E:
Lack of information
Workplace and broader staff
Culture and awareness of, or
Communica engagement in,
tion
School equalities
mission
(E3)
A:
There is a need to
Monitoring provide a core
/Data
database, accessible
to all PSS and
(A1)
Academic staff,
containing Equalities
data

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

Establish a School Equality
Jul-16/
and Diversity Committee to Ongoing
oversee the monitoring and
evaluation of the Athena
SWAN action plan and other
Equalities objectives. To
comprise a representative
committee of academic and
PSS staff and students.
Review membership and
terms of reference after 1
year.

Meetings to be held
once a semester and
reports submitted to
SLT and SPRC; an
annual report on
equalities issues and
progress to be
reported to SLT and
SPRC

Director of
Social
Responsibility/
Equality and
Diversity
Committee

1) a mechanism for the
monitoring, evaluation and
reporting on equalities issues
and progress within the
School's administrative
structure; 2) an advisory group
to consult on development and
implementation of the School's
Equality action plan; 3) an
annual report to allow measure
of progress over time and
contribute to database (see
AP4)

Provide a regular update to
all academic and PSS staff
and students on Equalities
issues, policies and initiatives
in the School through regular
contributions to School
newsletter.
Provide a core repository of
Equalities data, action plans
survey results etc, on the
School's intranet site,
accessible by password,
updated on a quarterly basis.

Oct-16/
ongoing

Regular
contributions/reports
to newsletter (at least
twice annually)

Director of
Social
Responsibility/
HoS

1) strengthened reporting
structure on Equalities issues in
the School; 2) increased staff
and student awareness of
School's Equalities mission and
core values

Nov-16/
ongoing

Establishment of
intranet site and
regular updates

Director of
Core data repository to assess
Social
Equalities progress over time
Responsibility
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)
5
(42)

6
(11)

Issue Identified

D: Student A need to
Profile and understand how
Pipeline
School access and
WP initiatives may
(D11)
impact on the
gender profile of the
School UG intake
and the intersection
with broader
equalities agendas
(socio-economic
status, religion,
ethnicity, age)

Planned action /
objective

i) to monitor and evaluate
the impact and success of the
School's mature student and
pre-University initiatives in
relation to gender and other
equalities issues, ii) to raise
the profile of these initiatives
externally and provide
ongoing support; iii) to
continue and expand
engagement of School
academics with MAP,
especially in relation to
gender and ethnic underrepresentation on UG
programmes; iv) track the
transition of students from
access programmes to degree
programmes
D: Student A need to
i) to undertake annual DA
Profile and understand the
level reviews of UG student
Pipeline
differing gender
profiles, and develop local
profiles of DAs
action plans to address
(D2)
across the School at gender imbalances or
UG level: (i) under- barriers, including BAEcon,
representation of
PPE and BASS degrees; ii) to
women in
evaluate, share and develop
Economics, Politics good practice from DA
and Philosophy DAs; initiatives across the School;
(ii) underiii) develop an annual report

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

Oct-16/
annually

(i) Annual report on
Admissions
initiative intake and
/WP lead
success rates; support
for initiatives to be
budgeted in School
financial plan;
(ii)external
communication plan to
raise the profile of the
work

i) increase in admissions of
under-represented groups to
the School, University and
broader HE sector; ii) increase
in attendance of participants on
WP courses; iii) increase in MAP
students and tutors

Dec-16/
March 2017
and annually

(i) review of current
student profiles at DA
and programme level;
(ii) local action plans;
(iii) School report and
action plan; (iv) report
to School Recruitment
and Admissions Group

(i) increase in number of
women in Economics, Politics
and Philosophy programmes;
(ii) increase in number of men
on Sociology, Social
Anthropology and BASS
programmes

UG office,
Director of
Teaching and
Learning and
School TLC
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

7
(26)

8
(25)

Issue Identified

representation of
men in Sociology
and Social
Anthropology DAs
and on the BASS
programme; (iii) lack
of detailed
programme
information on large
combined degrees
(BA Econ, BASS and
PPE)
D: Student Gender imbalance in
Profile and UG student
Pipeline
recruitment and
applications to the
(D5)
School

D: Student Lack of
Profile and DA/programme
Pipeline
data/knowledge
about gender
(D4)
breakdown of
applications,
admissions and
acceptances at UG,
PGT and PGR; no

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

to be submitted to STLC and
School Recruitment and
Admissions Group to develop
School action plan

i) Conduct a review of all
Dec-16/
(i) Review of
admissions material and
Mar-17
admissions materials;
recruitment policies and
(ii) consideration of
practices to ensure gender
gender equality in
balance in representation; ii)
student target setting;
ensure that equalities issues
(iii) report to School
are explicitly addressed in
Recruitment and
UG admissions policies and
Admissions Group
practices
(i) collate DA/programme
i) Report on
data around applications,
Dec-16/ Jul-17 DA/programme
offers and acceptances by
applications, offers and
gender; (ii) develop local
acceptances; ii) Action
action plan to address gender
plan; iii)annual report
imbalances; (iii) provide
on admissions,
annual report on admissions
applications, offers and
data to HoS, HoDAs and E&D
acceptances to E&D
Committee for evaluation
Committee and SPRC;

UG Admissions Changing gender balance
Manager
across all School DAs and UG
programmes.

UG/PGT/PGR
Admissions
Managers/Ho
DAS/HoS

(i) Gender balance across all
School DAs and programmes in
relation to applications, offers
and acceptances; (ii)
Admissions data to feed into
admissions planning cycle and
target setting.
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

Issue Identified

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

systematic
and action planning
monitoring of
available data at DA
and School level.
9
(45)

10
(12)

D: Student Gap in knowledge
Profile and around gendered
Pipeline
attainment by DA
and programme
(D14)
D: Student A need to
Profile and understand the
Pipeline
differing gender
profiles of DAs
(D3)
across the School at
PGT level, especially:
(i)increasing
numbers of
women/gender
balance in
Economics and
Politics DAs; (ii)
underrepresentation of
men in Sociology
and Social
Anthropology DAs;
(iii) underrepresentation of
women in

Collate data on UG degree
completion and attainment
by DA/programme to identify
any gaps and develop local
action plans accordingly.
i) to undertake annual DA
level reviews of PGT student
profiles, and develop local
action plans to address
gender imbalances, ; ii) to
evaluate, share and develop
good practice from DA
initiatives across the School;
iii) develop an annual report
to be submitted to STLC and
SLT to develop School action
plan ; (iv) an investigation
into the lack of PT students in
the School, with a focus on
gendered impact.

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

iv) report to School
Recruitment and
Admissions Group

Dec-16/
March 2017
and annually

(i) Report to E&D
HoDAs, School A better understanding of
Committee; (ii) action Director of
gendered differences in
plans where necessary T&L
attainment and how to address
any identified issues.

Dec-16/
March 2017
and annually

(i) review of current
student profiles at DA
level; (ii) local action
plans; (iii) School
report and action plan;
(iv) report and action
plan on PT study

PGT office,
Director of
Teaching and
Learning and
School TLC

(i) understand and develop
good practice from the increase
in number of women in
Economics, and Politics DAs; (ii)
increase in number of men on
Sociology, Social Anthropology;
(iii) increase the number of
women PGT students in
Philosophy; (iv) understand the
small numbers of PT PGT
students and implications for
gender balance.
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

Issue Identified

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

Philosophy DA; (iv)
an underrepresentation of all
students in PT study.
11
(37)

12
(43)

D: Student There is no annual
Profile and monitoring of
Pipeline
applications and
admissions by
(D7)
gender or ethnicity
at PGT level;
University data does
not inform School or
DA planning cycles.

(i) provide annual reports on
student admissions by gender
and ethnicity at School and
DA level; ii) develop local and
School level action plans to
address imbalances and feed
these into the planning cycle;
iii) conduct a review of PGT
admissions material and
policies and practices in
relation to Equality and
Diversity considerations.
D: Student There is a lack of
(i) Collate data on PGT degree
Profile and knowledge of the
completion and attainment
Pipeline
gender breakdown by DA/programme to identify
of completion and any gaps and develop local
(D12)
attainment at PGT action plans accordingly; (ii)
level by
monitor differential
DA/programme;
completion rates by gender
there is a differential amongst PT students and, if
completion rate by ongoing, develop an action
gender for PT
plan accordingly
students in the most
recent data

Apr-17/Dec17 and
annually

(i) review of
applications and
admissions by gender
and ethnicity; ii) report
to PGT Director and
School TLC; (iii) School
and DA action plans

PGT office;
Director of
Teaching &
Learning and
School TLC

Dec-16/
March 2017
and annually

(i) report to E&D
Director of
Committee; (ii) action T&L; HoDAs
plans where necessary

A better understanding of
gender and ethnicity to improve
marketing and PGT admissions
processes and policies.

A better understanding of
gendered attainment by DA and
programme and action plans to
address any identified issues; a
better understanding of the
impact of gender on part-time
study and plans to
increase/support PT students
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)
13
(27)

14
(10)

Issue Identified

D: Student There is no
Profile and monitoring of
Pipeline
allocation of PGR
studentships by
(D6)
gender; there is a
gap in
understanding of
why women are
over-represented in
PT study and how
this may relate to
possible gender bias
in studentship
allocation.
D: Student There is a
Profile and differential profile of
Pipeline
PGR students in the
School, especially (i)
(D1)
decreasing numbers
of women PGRs in
Economics and
Politics; (ii) an
increase in numbers
of male PGRs in
Social Anthropology
and Sociology; (iii)
an increase in
numbers of women
PGRs in Philosophy;
(iv) there are low

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

(i) to monitor the allocation Feb-17/
(i) report on
PGR Director
of studentships by gender
July 2017 and studentship allocation
and develop an action plan to ongoing
by gender to E&D
address any imbalance; (ii) to
committee; (ii) a report
examine the overon PT study and overrepresentation of women in
representation of
PT study and how funding
women in this area
issues may exacerbate this
gender difference; (iii) to
provide an annual report on
studentships to E&D
committee

(i) Clear monitoring of
studentship allocation by
gender; (ii) an understanding of
the role of gender in p-t study
and how pt students can be
better supported.

i) to undertake annual DA
Feb-17/
(i) review of current
PGR Director
level reviews of PGR student July 2017 and PGR student profiles at
profiles, and develop local
ongoing
DA and School level; (ii)
action plans to address
local action plans to
gender imbalances ii) to
address gendered
evaluate, share and develop
differences; (iii) School
good practice from DA
report and action plan;
initiatives across the School;
(iv) a report on PT
iii) develop an annual report
student numbers and
to be submitted to SE&D and
gender breakdown
SLT to develop School action
plan; (iv) to investigate the
reasons for the small
numbers of PT students; (v)
to investigate the overrepresentation of women in

i) an increase in numbers of
women PGR students in
Economics and Politics; (ii)
shared good practice to achieve
gender balance drawing on
initiatives in Philosophy DA; (iii)
a better understanding of, and
support for, PT students and the
gendered impact of this form of
study.
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

Issue Identified

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

numbers of PT PGR PT study and forms of
students, but an
support for PT students
over-representation
of women in PT
study.
15
(44)

16
(39)

D: Student There is no current
Profile and evaluation of the
Pipeline
equalities impact of
new policies
(D13)
regarding interviews
for accepted PGR
students.

(i) to undertake an evaluation
of the new interview policy
and consider the implications
for gender and other
equalities issues, and the
overall gender profile of DAs;
(ii) to ensure that all potential
supervisors undergo equality
and diversity and
unconscious bias training (see
AP28)
D: Student There are gendered (i) a report on the changing
Profile and differences in
completion rates for PGR
Pipeline
completion rates for students, by gender and DA;
PGR students, but
(ii) a report on the over(D9)
little data on DA
representation of women in
level; women PGRs completion support, the
are overintersection with PT study
represented in
and how to address gendered
completion support imbalances.
programmes

Jul-17/
(i) report on new
PGR Director
July 2017 and admissions interview
ongoing
policy, with a particular
focus on gender and
ethnic profile of the
School at PGR level; (ii)
rollout of unconscious
bias training to all staff
(see AP28)

i) a better understanding of the
admissions process and how
this may impact on the gender
and ethnic profile/intake of the
School and DAs.

Jul-17/
i) Report on DA
PGR Director
July 2017 and completion rates by
ongoing
gender, completed
annually for SE&D
Committee and SLT; (ii)
report/action plant on
gendered impact of
completion support

(i) A better understanding of
the barriers to completion and
how these may be gendered;
how completion support may
be extended/developed
accordingly
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)
17
(38)

18
(4)

Issue Identified

D: Student There is a need to
Profile and further understand
Pipeline
variation in/barriers
to student
(D8)
progression from UG
to PGT and PGR. In
particular there is a
drop off in the
number of women
progressing from
PGT to PGR.
B: Staff
There is a gender
Profile/Pro imbalance in staffing
motion
across the School at
all levels, but
(B1)
particularly at
SL/Reader level. This
varies by DA, with
particular concerns
in Economics and
Philosophy DAs.
There is also an
over-representation
of women in
researcher roles,
and an
underrepresentation
in teaching roles.
Data were not
gathered on pay

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

(i) annual reports monitoring Jul-17/
the 'pipeline' across the
annually
School and DAs; (ii)
developing local action plans
to address gender imbalances
as identified; (iii) identifying
and sharing good practice
around 'pipeline', e.g. in
Philosophy DA

(i) report on 'pipeline'
completed annually for
SE&D Committee and
SLT; (ii) a report on
good practice to SPRC.

Director of
(i) increased gender balance at
Teaching and PGR level; (ii) good practice
Learning and shared across DAs
PGR Director

(i) provide an annual report Jul-17/
on the School by DA and
July 2017 and
career level, to be considered annually
by School E&D Committee
and SLT, along with annually
reviewed and updated School
and DA targets and action
plans; (ii) to monitor the
gender profile of research
staff and develop support for
career progression for
researchers; (iii) to monitor
the gender profile of teaching
only staff and develop
support for career
progression for teaching only
staff; (iv) to review University
data on the gender pay gap.

(i) report on staff
HoS/HoDAs
profile for SE&D
Committee and SLT; (ii)
annual review of
staffing targets and
action plans; (iii)
review of gender pay
gap

(i) improved gender balance of
staff across the School and at
mid-career levels; (ii) a better
understanding of the
experiences and needs of
researchers and teaching only
staff, and the progression/
barriers into T&L roles; (iii) an
understanding of gendered
differences in pay within levels.
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

Issue Identified

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

differentials within
levels.
19
(16)

20
(35)

A:
Women are overMonitoring represented in fixed
/Data
term researcher
roles, but there is no
(A4)
central School level
system for reviewing
these contracts or
career development

(i) as AP18 above; (ii)
Dec-16/
establish a central system for ongoing
the reviewing of fixed-term
contracts on a monthly basis
and maintain a central record
at School level

B: Staff
There are initiatives
Profile/Pro in SCI around
motion
securing permanent
research posts
(B8)
underpinned by
temporary funding.
Given the overrepresentation of
women in fixed term
research roles this is
likely to have
significant gendered
impact on the staff
profile of the School

(i) to evaluate the success of TBC/
this model; (ii) if appropriate, TBC
to explore ways of 'rolling
out' the model across the
School; (iii) to conduct an
equalities impact assessment
of this model

(i) Annual report on
fixed term contracts to
SLT and School E&D
Committee; (ii)
centralised
Schoolrecord
system/database to
monitor fixed-term
contract staff and
career progression
(i) report on the SCI
initiative and
possibilities for
expansion across the
School; (ii) an
equalities impact
assessment of this
Scheme

HoSA

(i) better understanding of the
position and profile of fixed
term staff and career
progression

Director of
(i) establishing a more secure
Research and career route for research staff
Director of SCI into permanent positions; (ii) a
better understanding of the
gendering of career paths and
progression from temporary to
permanent contracts
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)
21
(31)

22
(3)

Issue Identified

A:
There is a lack of
Monitoring knowledge around
/Data
the reasons why
academic and PSS
(A7)
staff leave the
School and whether
gender is a
significant factor in
the profile of
academic leavers
A:
There are difficulties
Monitoring in accessing
/Data
accurate
recruitment data for
(A3)
the School from
Jobtrain and HR
records, and lack of
a School level record
of these data; data
shows that women
are less likely to
apply for posts but
were more likely to
be shortlisted and
be offered posts;
however, this data
was not broken
down by DA

Planned action /
objective
(i) to develop and extend the
current HR exit checklist to
include a qualitative
account/record of why
academic and PSS staff leave
the School; (ii) to establish a
centralised School record
system of staff leavers; (iii) to
annually review this record
and develop an action plan
where issues are identified
(i) Work with HR partner to
strengthen recruitment
reporting structures; (ii)
establish and maintain a
School record of recruitment
data; (iii) provide an annual
report on recruitment with a
School and DA breakdown by
gender and ethnicity, and
identifying areas for action at
School and DA level

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

Immediately/ (i) an extended staff
HoS/HoSA
ongoing
exit interview and
record process; (ii) a
centralised School
record system for staff
leavers; (ii) an annual
report to SLT on staff
leavers and any
identified issues

(i) A better understanding of
why staff leave the School; (ii)
actions to address any
identified issues, particularly
around gender or other
equalities concerns.

Jul-17/
(i) an improved
HoSA/HR
July 2017 and reporting system from partner
annually
HR to School on
recruitment issues and
profile; (ii) a centralised
School record system;
(iii) an annual report
and profile of
recruitment, and any
identified actions

(i) a more accurate
record/database of recruitment
data; (ii) a better
understanding of the gendered
and ethnic profile of
recruitment at School and DA
level.
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)
23
(19)

24
(5)

Issue Identified

B: Staff
There is a need to
Profile/Pro support undermotion
represented groups
at application and
(B4)
shortlisting stage;
there is a need for
gender balance on
shortlisting and
interview panels;
provision of
equalities data at
shortlisting may also
assist in providing
more equal
representation in
recruitment and
appointment
processes
B: Staff
Uneven gender
Profile/Pro profile at DA level
motion
and lack of
significant
(B2)
movement over
time, despite School
concerns in this area
since 2008; need to
monitor progress
towards aspirational
targets for
recruitment on

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

(i) ensure gender balance on Nov-16/
shortlisting and recruitment Jul-17
panels, monitored by HoSA;
(ii) pilot a scheme to
introduce a general equalities
profile at shortlisting stage
and monitor any impact; (iii)
ensure all staff involved in
recruitment undergo
unconscious bias training (cf
AP28)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

(i) gender balance on HoSA/HoS/HR (i) Strengthened gender
all recruitment panels; partner
balance in recruitment; (ii)
(ii) improved
increased applications and
applications/shortlistin
shortlisting/offers for underg of under-represented
represented groups.
groups; (iii) report on
pilot of new policy on
gender/ethnicity data

(i) review DA staffing levels, Immediately/ (i) DA action plans and HoS/HoDAs
set DA aspirational targets
July 2017 and targets for recruitment;
and develop local action
ongoing
(ii) annual report on
plans accordingly; (ii) provide
staffing profile and
an annual review of staffing
targets.
profile against aspirational
targets and review
accordingly on an annual
basis

(i) establish DA targets/action
plans on gender and ethnicity
staffing profile; (ii) regular
review of staffing profile and
targets to monitor change over
time
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

Issue Identified

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

gender and ethnicity
25
(7)

C: Staff
Training
and
Support
(C1)

26
(6)

Induction processes
to date have been
felt to be
unsatisfactory and
do not address
equalities issues

B: Staff
Uneven gender
Profile/Pro profile of
motion
applications for
promotion and
(B3)
differential trust in
the process by
gender; a lack of
women at mid- and
senior career levels
raises issues around
career progression
and 'leaky pipeline';
there is a lack of
knowledge about
how long staff wait
to apply for
promotion and if
this reflects any
gendered patterns

(i) Monitor and evaluate new
School level Induction
process; (ii) ensure that
Equalities mission and issue is
central to Induction process
across all School spheres of
activity and in all
accompanying materials (iii)
feed back survey results to
Faculty HPRC
(i) Evaluate new School
procedures to support underrepresented applicants for
promotion; (ii) strengthen
P&DR process to encourage
women applicants for
promotion; (iii) address staff
concerns around inequality in
promotion procedures; (iv)
provide and publish annual
report on promotions to
SE&D Committee and SPRC;
(v) investigate how long
individuals wait to apply for
promotion for gendered and
ethnic differences

Sep-16/
Dec-16

(i) new Induction
procedure; (ii) report
to SLT and HPRC on
feedback

HoS/HoSA

Dec-16/
(i) evaluation report on HoS/HoDAs
July 2017 and new promotion
annually
workshops; (ii) annual
report on promotions
by School and DA to
SE&D and SPRC; (iii)
staff survey (iv)
research into length of
time staff stay at
career stages by
gender and ethnicity

(i)Greater satisfaction around
Induction for new staff; (ii)
greater recognition of Equalities
issues in Induction process at
Faculty and School level

(i) improved promotion
application rates by underrepresented groups; (ii) greater
staff trust in promotions
process; (iii) a greater
understanding of pipeline issues
and how to address these
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)
27
(20)

28
(8)

Issue Identified

B: Staff
There is a strong
Profile/Pro gender profile of
motion
submission to
REF2014 across the
(B5)
School, except in
Social Anthropology
DA. However,
Research Review
Exercise (RRE) and
REF2020
preparations should
be monitored for
both gender and
ethnic equality. The
higher inclusion
rates for women
should be evaluated
alongside the underrepresentation of
women at midsenior career levels
(see AP26)
C: Staff
Need to roll out
Training
unconscious bias
and
training for all
Support
Academic and PSS
staff
(C2)

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

(i) annual monitoring of RRE Jul-17/
and PREPs by gender and
July 2017 and
ethnicity, at School and DA
annually
levels to identify and address
any issues; (ii) local action
plans to address any
identified concerns, to ensure
support for academic staff,
especially ECRs; (iii) support
and encourage high
performing women
academics to apply for
promotion to develop a more
even distribution of women
staff across all levels

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

(i) annual report on
Director of
(i) Continued strong REF
RRE, PREP and REF; (ii) Research and submission across all staff; (ii)
DA action plans to
HoDAs
more women to apply for
address any identified
promotion in mid-career and to
concerns; (iii) Support
senior positions
for promotion
applications for high
performing women
academics

(i) Provide unconscious bias Immediately/ All academic and PSS
training for all Academic and Jul-19
staff to have
PSS staff
undergone training

HoSA/HoDAs

All staff to have undertaken
training in unconscious bias
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)
29
(23)

C: Staff
Training
and
Support
(C5)

30
(36)

C: Staff
Training
and
Support
(C7)

31
(24)

C: Staff
Training
and
Support
(C6)

Issue Identified

Poor uptake of
leadership training,
especially amongst
women

Planned action /
objective

(i) Strengthen P&DR process
to identify staff (especially
women) for leadership roles
and training; (ii) maintain a
School record of people
undertaking leadership
training; (iii) ensure
recognition of training in
career progression and
promotion; iv) implement
recommendations from
Faculty 4th Tier Review
School research
(i) review and update School
audit shows
Research training review
differential research annually; (ii) identify and
training across DAs; share good practice around
a need to share
research training (peer
good practice at
review); (iii) strengthen
School level and
research training for ECRs
develop
standardised
support for PDRAs
and ECRs
There is a lack of
(i) Strengthen P&DR
record keeping at
processes around training,
DA and School level and ensure recognition in
around training;
promotion and career
poor take up of
progression; (ii) establish a
training
centralised record on training
opportunities by
activities, at School level

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

immediately / (i) increased numbers HoDAs/HoS
ongoing
of women in University
leadership schemes; (ii)
a centralised record of
leadership training at
School level; (iii)
recognition of training
in promotion and
progression criteria

Increased numbers of women
on leadership training
programmes and senior roles

Dec-16/
annually

(i) annual research
Director of
training review; (ii)
Research
workshop sharing good
practice at School level;
(iii) training for ECRS at
DA and School level

Strengthened research training
around publications and grant
capture as reflected in RRE and
REF submissions

Jul-17/
annually

(i) strengthened P&DR HoDAs/HoSA
process; (ii) centralised
record system;

(i) increased numbers of staff
taking up training; (ii)
recognition of training in
promotions and career
progression
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

Issue Identified

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

both men and
women
32
(34)

33
(9)

34
(41)

B: Staff
High take up of
Profile/Pro P&DRs and PREPs,
motion
but low rates of
satisfaction across
(B7)
all academic staff

(i) Strengthen and monitor
training of line managers
undertaking P&DR process,
including online training; (ii)
increase staff satisfaction
with P&DR process

C: Staff
Training
and
Support

(i) strengthen School and DA Oct-16/
training and research support Jul-17
for ECRs; (ii) appointment of
Grant Writer to support ECR
applications; (iii) develop
School policy on DA level
funding support for ECRs and
monitor for equalities issues

There is an
identified need to
support ECRs
around grant
capture,
(C3)
publications and
impact; there is a
need to standardise
DA practice for
funding research
support for ECRs
D: Student Employability data
Profile and at all levels shows
Pipeline
need for
development
(D10)
around career
support at School
and DA level however, there is a
need to

Jan-17/
Jul-17

(i) report on P&DR
HoS
training and pilot
scheme; (ii) staff
survey; (iii) mandatory
unconscious bias
training for all
reviewers
(i) training activities for Director of
ECRs at DA and School Research
level; (ii) appointment
of grant writer; (iii)
designate School
funding and develop
policy for ECRs

(i) Disaggregate and analyse Immediately/ (i) report from School Director T&L
data from NSS, PTES and
annually
TLC to SPRC; (ii)
PRES by gender and ethnicity;
address lower student
(ii) identify any concerns and
satisfaction through
provide actions to mitigate
SEAPS
these

Increased satisfaction with
P&DR process.

Strengthened ECR profile and
support around publications,
grant capture and impact

(i) Increased student
satisfaction and increased
employability rates; (ii) develop
understanding and actions
around any identified gendered
or ethnic differences
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

35
(46)

36
(47)

37
(22)

Issue Identified

disaggregate these
data by gender.
D: Student Variability in
Profile and supervisory
Pipeline
relationship and
career training
(D15)
amongst PGR
students

D: Student There is variable DA
Profile and practice around
Pipeline
financial support for
PGR students for
(D16)
career development

C: Staff
Training
and
Support
(C4)

There is good
support for research
grant applications at
School level but DA
level provision varies
and there are
opportunities to
share good practice;
there is a need to
monitor research
applications and
success at School

Planned action /
objective

(i) Strengthen supervisory
training around career
development; (ii) provide
School and DA level career
training and advice for PGRs;
(iii) rollout unconscious bias
training for all supervisors
(see AP28)
(i) Standardise allowances for
PGR students across the
School as part of
strengthening career
development opportunities;
(ii) monitor take up of career
support funds by
gender/ethnicity
(i) support grant applications
through appointment of
research grant writer for
large applications and ECRs;
(ii) roll-out work load relief
for applicants on large grants;
(iii) monitor research grant
applications and success for
equalities issues and identify
actions as appropriate.

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

Immediately/ (i) report on
annually
supervision and PGR
training to SLT and
SPRC; (ii) workshops at
DA and School level for
PGRs; (iii) mandatory
unconscious bias
training
Immediately/ (i) PGR support
Jul-17
included in financial
planning at School and
DA level; (ii) annual
report on allocation
and take up of funding
opportunities

PGR Director

Immediately/ (i) report from
ongoing
Research director to
SLT, SPRC and SE&D
Committee

Research
Director

(i) increased student
satisfaction around career
development

PGR
(i) increased and standardised
Director/HoDA support for all PGR students;
s
(ii) develop understanding and
actions to address any
identified gendered or ethnic
differences

(i) increased research grant
applications; (ii) understanding
of equalities needs and support
(especially around ethnicity
and disability) in grant
applications and capture.
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

Issue Identified

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

and DA level around
equalities issues
(especially ethnicity
and disability)
38
(21)

39
(18)

B: Staff
Women academics
Profile/Pro feel that their career
motion
is negatively
impacted by
(B6)
maternity leave;
there are particular
issues for those on
fixed term/ research
contracts where
women are overrepresented. There
is variation in DA
practices for support
for those returning
from ML and an
absence of data on
returnees
A:
There is no School
Monitoring level repository for
/Data
data on maternity,
paternity or shared
(A6)
parental leave or
flexible working

(i) understand the
immediately /
experiences of women and
Jul-17
men staff who have taken
maternity leave and the
impact of this on their career
trajectories; (ii) review data
on career progression for
women academics taking
maternity leave; (iii) review
and strengthen promotion
criteria and procedures
recognising maternity leave
considerations ; (iv)
strengthen procedures for
gathering data and providing
support to returnees
(i) establish a central School
database for maternity,
paternity, and shared
parentalleave and flexible
working; (ii) work with HR
partner to strengthen HR
processes and records; (iii)
strengthen School policies
around flexible working and

(i) report from SE&D
Director of
committee to SPRC; (ii) Social
review of promotions Responsibility.
criteria and
information; (iii) staff
survey

immediately / (i) School database
Jan-17

HoSA/HR
partner

(i) increased staff satisfaction
around career progression; (ii) a
better understanding of the
barriers to career progression
for those taking maternity
leave or on fixed term
contracts and the experiences
of returnees.

A more accurate record of staff
taking leave or flexible working
and a database to consider
equalities issues arising from
these areas
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

40
(13)

41
(40)

E:
Workplace
Culture and
Communica
tion
(E1)
E:
Workplace
Culture and
Communica
tion
(E7)

42
(28)

E:
Workplace
Culture and
Communica
tion
(E4)

43
(29)

E:
Workplace
Culture and
Communica
tion

Issue Identified

Planned action /
objective

institute regular reviews of
cases.
There is a need to
(i) Ensure E&D is embedded
embed E&D as a key across all DA and School
issue across all DAs committees, and that each
and at School level. DA has a rep on the SE&D
Committee; (ii) review
membership and ToR for
SE&D Committee;
The School and
(i) participate in ongoing
some DAs have
University initiatives around
participated in
inclusive learning; (ii) share
inclusive learning
good practice across DAs (e.g
initiatives and
curriculum review and BPA
curriculum review Good Practice guides)
but this has varied
across DAs
There is a
(i) increase communication
disconnect between around Equalities
School level
commitments from School to
initiatives, policies DA through E&D Committee
and practices
and School newsletter; (ii)
around equality, and monitor change through
the experience at
annual staff survey.
DA level.
There is a need to
Strengthen awareness of
increase awareness University and School policies
amongst Academic around E&D, Bullying, Dignity
staff around HR
at Work etc and ensure a
policies and
clear reporting structure is

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

immediately / (i) E&D on all agendas; Director of
Mainstreaming Equality and
Jul-17
(ii) E&D committee
Social
Diversity across all DAs and
review
Responsibility School activities.

Ongoing/
ongoing

(i) Student surveys; (ii) Director of
Increased student satisfaction
report to School E&D Social
and diversity; reduced ethnicity
committee around DA Responsibility attainment gap
activities

immediately / (i) School newsletter
ongoing
and E&D committee
activities; (ii) staff
survey

Director of
Mainstream commitment to
Social
equalities across all DAs to gain
Responsibility greater awareness and 'buy-in'
from staff.

Immediately/ (i)School newsletter
ongoing
and E&D committee
activities; (ii) staff
survey

HoSA/HoS

Increased awareness of
Equalities issues and how to
report issues. Signal a clear
commitment from the School
towards challenging any issues.
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)

Issue Identified

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Milestones

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action

reporting structures. communicated to all staff.
(E5)
44
(32)

45
(30)

A:
There is some
Monitoring under/Data
representation of
academic women in
(A8)
key School roles and
a belief from staff
that women are
inadequately
represented in
School and DA
management

(i) conduct an annual review
of DA and School Committee
structures and membership,
especially around gender
representation; (ii) raise the
profile of women in key
School and DA roles; (iii)
target under-represented
groups to undertake key roles
and provide support/training
where necessary; (iv) ensure
open and transparent
advertising for all committee
roles
E:
Not all WAMS are
(i) publish WAMS online,
Workplace available to staff and accessible to DA staff; (ii)
Culture and there is some
monitor for gender bias in
Communica perception from
workload allocation at DA
tion
women academics level; (iii) ensure all aspects
that gender plays a of workload, including
(E6)
role in the type (not administrative and pastoral
quantity) of work
roles are fully recognised in
allocated
promotions procedures.

immediately / (i) Report on
ongoing
Committees to SPRC;
(ii) School website and
newsletter; (iii) staff
survey

Director of
Social
Responsibility/
HoS

(i) balanced gender
representation at DA and
School level; (ii) increased
support for underrepresented
groups to participate in DA and
School management; (iii)
increased trust in School
management from staff

Immediately/ (i) WAM documents;
ongoing
(ii) HoDA reports to
SE&D Committee; (iii)
review of policies and
criteria of promotions
and progression; (iv)
staff survey

HoDAs/HoS

Increased staff satisfaction with
workload allocation and
recognition
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Ref

Area

(Overall (Area
Priority Priority
Ranking) Ranking)
46
(14)

47
(33)

E:
Workplace
Culture and
Communica
tion

Issue Identified

There is a need to
raise the profile of
the School's
commitment to
Equality and
Diversity across all
(E2)
spheres of activity;
there is a need to
raise the profile of
women staff and
students and ensure
equalities issues are
considered in all
internal and external
facing events.
A:
Outreach and
Monitoring engagement
/Data
activities are not
monitored by
(A9)
gender and
ethnicity, nor are
they uniformally
recognised in
workload allocation,
or in promotions
criteria.

Planned action /
objective

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

(i) monitoring of media
Dec-16/
appearances/output by
Ongoing
gender and ethnicity, in
collaboration with Faculty
Comms; (ii) raise the profile
of women and BME staff and
students; (iii) ensure that all
DA/School activities are
subject to an equalities
impact assessment

Milestones

(i) annual report from
Comms officer to SE&D
Committee; (ii) annual
report on DA activities
to SE&D Committee

Person
/team
Success criteria and
responsible outcome (key outcomes
for taking
in Bold)
action
HoS/Director
of Social
Responsibility/
HoDAs

(i) to formally monitor
Feb-17/
(i) revised WAMs; (ii) HoDAS/HoS
participation in DA and
July 2017 and strengthened
School outreach activities; (ii) ongoing
P&DR/PREP; (iii) review
to build participation into
promotions criteria and
WAM; (iii) to strengthen
practice
P&DR and PREPs to recognise
work and feed into
promotions and progression
cases.

Raise the profile of women and
BME staff and students in all
internal and external facing
events

Ensure fairness in allocation of,
and participation in, outreach
activities, and recognition in
career progression
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